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EDITORIAL 

Living Cultures, 
Living Art Forms 

I u her maiden speech to the House of 
Commons Nunavu t MP Nanc y 
Karetak-Lindell spoke of the adapt

ability of Inuit : "During my parents' 
time ," she said, "Inuit used fox tags and 
wooden stic ks to trade for supplies. 
Today my father has a Visa card and my 
mother can use her Interac card to do 
her banking , eve n though they do not 
speak any English." 

She referred to those comments at the 
third graduation ceremony of the Inuit 
Art Foundation's Cultural Industries 
Training Program held at the Canadian 
Museum of Civilization in February. 
With specific reference to Aqsarniit, a 
group of young Inuit performers, 
Karetak-Lindell marvelled at the "inno
vative ways in which Inuit k eep their 
cu ltur e alive, blending what we know 
with the new." The Aqsarniit performers -
Eva Sowdluapik, Kendra Tagoona, 
Panueli e Palluq and Billy Akavak - are 
taking Inuit song and dance in a new 
direction. They write th eir own songs 
and chor eograp h their own movements, 
sometimes spontaneously during a per
formance. The result is spellbinding. 

Watching this group perform several 
times during th e last few months - at 
the graduation ceremo nies and at a mini
Qaggiq we organized in the Grand Hall 
of the Canadian Museum of Civilization 
- it occurred to me that what happened 
with the visual ans is now happening 
with the performing arts. I first experi
enced Inuit drum dancing and ai-ya-ya 
singing at a private gathering in Taloyoak 
where I taught school 25 years ago. It 
was several years after that, while work
ing for the co-ops in Nunavik, that I was 
introduced to throat singing. As I recall, 
sometime in the seventi es, Inuit throat 
singers began performing at semi-private 
events and a few recordings were mad e 
and distributed. 
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In latter years, Inuit musical perfor
mances have frequently been featured 
at festivals and other public gath erings. 
Al first the emphasis appear ed to be on 
reviving an old practice. My first inkling 
of the changes taking place in Inu it song 
and dance came a few years ago while 
watching the nationally televised 
National Aboriginal Achievement 
A wards Ceremony organized by John 
Kim Be ll' s Native Arts Foundation. 
Alejandro Ronceria, a Colombian-born 
and western-trained ch oreographer, 
worked with Inuit to develop a unique 
choreographed version of Inuit drum 
dancing. Some of the Aqsarniit dancers 
were his students. 

It is interesting to have this ground
floor opportunity to see how , presented 
with new opportunities, Inuit creativity 
takes off in unexpected and innovative 
ways. The contemporary forms of song 
and dance being practised by groups 
such as Aqsamiit are yet another example 
of how living cultures produce living art 
forms. 

Accompanied by a professional quar
rier, two members of the Inuit Art 
Foundation staff recently met with 
carvers in four Arctic regions: Baffin, 
Kitikmeot, Nunavik and the Keewatin. 
They were there to talk about the diffi
cully of getting sto ne. In Inukjuak, for 
instance, water tends to accumulat e in 
the quarry site; the carvers bail it out 
with buckets, standing waist-deep in 
the water. Large boulders at the site must 
also be moved - without machines - Lo 
get at th e carvingstone underneath. 
Quarrier Will Kelly was able to suggest 
some practi cal so lution s to these prob
lems which are now under discussion 
in the community. As an aside, although 
our staff were in the nonhem communities 
specifically to talk about quarrying prob
lems, they appreciated the many sponta
neous compliments they received for the 
Inuit Art Quarterly, a magazine the carvers 
like very mu ch. 

Char lie lnukpuk and Joanassie 
Umayualuk inspecting the quarry 
in lnukjuak. 

It was sad to see the dismantling of 
Between Two Worlds, the David Ruben 
Piqtoukun exhibition, organized by the 
Winnipeg Art Gallery, on display for 
close to a year at the Canadian Museum 
of Civilization in Hull. We who live in 
the Nation al Capital Region were privi
leged to have had access to it for such an 
extended period. At the time of writing, 
it is unclear whether or not the exhibi
tion will appear in another venue. More's 
the pity if it does not. I visited it at least 
20 times with Inuit artists and politi
cians, academics, Inuit art collectors and 
some uninitiated folk. People were 
invariably taken with the work, quite 
unlike anything ever seen before. Artists, 
in particular, were moved and inspired 
by Piqtoukun's message and the free
dom of his art. If the exhib ition must be 
dismantled, the Inuit Art Foundation 
has at least captured it on video, thanks 
to the co llabo rative efforts of the 
Canadi an Museum of Civilization and 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. We are now 
seeking funds to edit and distribute the 
video to Inuit artists. It will undoubt
edly be of inter est to others as well. MM 
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Inuit Printmaking: 
A Survey 

by Maria von Finckenstein 
All photography by the Department of Indian Affa irs and Northern Development. 

n this survey of Inuit printmaking 
over the last 40 years, I discuss the 
general stylistic and thematic char
acteristi cs that distinguish the five 
different printmaking groups: 

Holman in the Western Arctic, Baker Lake 
in the Keewatin, Cape Dorset and Pangnir
tung on Baffin Island and Povungnituk 
in Nunavik (Northern Qu ebec). Each 
studio has developed a distin ctly recog
nizable style - similar to stylistic regional 
differences in Inuit sculpture - but within 
a community style, strong individualistic 
talents have emerged. Often they do not fit 
the neat generalizations we like to make 
in order to sort out the confusing vari ety 
in styles and techniques that confront 
us wh en we study Inuit printmaking . 
Pudlo does not produce the single image 
against a whit e background that we have 
come to associate with Cape Dorset print -
making. Andrew Qarpik 's highly detailed , 
illusionistic scenes with their linear perspec
tive and three-dimensional modelling dif
fer from the generally soft, lyrical stencils 
of other Pangnirtung printmakers . While 
the following comments are an attempt to 
impose some order, every generalization 
assumes, of course , exceptions . 

The only valid generalization we can 
make about Inuit prints concerns their 
thematic content. It is a rare exception for 
an Inuit print not to reflect the culture as it 
exist ed before Inuit settled in small per
manent communities and abandoned the 
centuri es-old nomadi c way of life. Again 
and again , we see the arctic fauna , birds 

and mammals , especiall y those hunting 
prey. Images of walrus , seals, caribou, 
muskoxen and bears abound. Rarer is 
the depiction of foxes , har es, Jemmings 
and other little creatures less important 
for survival. We see depictions of legends, 
stories and dail y life on the land. 

The Inuit in Canada's North 
have had a long history 

of making graphic images. 
Archaeological evidence 
suggests that the use of 
an incised line goes back 
more than 3,000 years. 

The pre-conta ct Inuit culture was non
literate; customs were pass ed on through 
stori es and songs , skills through their 
practice. Inuit prints illustrat e an abun
dance of stories, a strong narrative element 
and a desire to show in detail how things 
were done: how to build an igloo, how 
to stalk a bear, how to wait patiently at 
the seal hol e. If future anthropologists 
had no other records to go by, they could 
easily piece togeth er the material culture 
of early Inuit by studying the prints that 
contain such a wealth of information. The 
kind of commentary on present Inuit life 
that is slowly starting to appear in Inuit 
sculpture remains rare in graphics. It will 
be interesting to see if scenes of spousal 
abuse and the effects of alcohol and erotic 
imagery begin showing up in Inuit 
graphic arts. 

The history of Inuit printmaking is 
said to hav e start ed with a discussion 
between Toronto -born artist James 
Houston, while he was working in Cape 
Dorset, and Osuitok Ipeelee as to how 
images were printed on a cigarette package. 
Not familiar with the printing process , 
Osuitok expressed wonder at the patience 
required to paint the same image over 
and over. In an attempt to illustrate the 
basic principle of printmaking, Houston 
reached for an engraved walrus tusk , 
fill ed the incised grooves with soot and 
then "printed" the image on toilet paper. 
Although this incident is often cited as 
the birth of the idea of teaching Inuit 
printmaking, Houston had in fact spent a 
year in Japan learning printmal{ing tech
niques to teach at Dorset. 

The story illustrates how introducing 
printmaking to the Inuit was not as far
fetched as it may seem at first glance. 
The Inuit in Canada's North have had a 
long history of making graphic images. 
There is archaeological eviden ce that the 
use of an incised line goes back more 
than 3,000 years. Incised decoration was 
found on objects from the Pre-Dorset 
culture (2500-800 BC). The same is true 
of the p eople of th e Dorset period (AD 
900-1700), the direct ancestors of present
day Canadian Inuit , who carried on this 
tradition often using curvilin ear designs 
tran smitt ed from Alaska. 

After coming into conta ct with white 
missionaries , explorers and traders , Inuit 
started to decorate slices of walrus tusk 
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which they bart ered in exchange for 
trade goods. The designs often showed 
delicately engraved animals and descrip
tiv e scenes of daily life. These ornate 
walrus tusks can be regarded as imme
diate precursors of contemporary Inuit 
graphics. Il can also be argued that inlay 
and applique work done by Inuit seam
stresses requir ed graphic sensibilities 
and a sense of design that could be trans
ferred onto stencil prints. Drawing on 
paper was not common but not entirely 
new either when Houston arrived. A 
succession of explorers, scientists and 
adventur ers to the North had collected 
drawings from various groups of Inuit. 

The vibrant oral tradition in Inuit cul
ture is another source from which the 
graphics sti II draw their inspiration. 

lnuitArt 
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Through contemporary drawings and 
prin ts Inui t started to record the myths, 
legends and stories that had been trans 
mitted orally over centuries. In an impor
tant way , the graphic arts have enabled 
the Inuit to maintain a connection to their 
ancient culture in the face of encroaching 
acculturation. 

COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION 
With some recent exceptions, all Inuit 
prints are produc ed within th e frame
work of a local cooperative that buys 
drawings from local artists . Printmaking 
communities have amassed archives of 
thou sands of drawings , only a small 
number of whi ch have been translated 
into prints. Out of the selection of draw
ings that accumu late at the cooperative, a 
group of employed printmakers will cull 
a certain number of images that will 
eventually form th e basis of an annual 
print collection. Accompanied by a 

Dream, 1991, Agnes Nanogak and 
Susie Malgokak, Holman (stencil, 
copper, black, blue, red, brown; 
50.2 x 65.4 cm). Dreams are ofte n to ld 
as a story in Holman pr ints. The softness of 
colour so typical of stencil pr int s enhances 
the dream-like quality of this image of a man 
dreaming he was good friends with a big fish. 

catalogue, the se collections of limited 
edition prints - usually 50 or fewer - are 
launched onto the market. The presenta
tion of annual collections with catalogues 
is a marketing strategy develop ed by the 
Canadian Eskimo Arts Council, an advi
sory body that existed from 1961 to 1989. 
As a conseq uence of this system, Inuit 
prints are remarkably well document ed. 
Only recently hav e independent print
mak ers emerged , working in home stu
dios and marketing their print s outside of 
the cooperative system. 

The existing limited edition prints are 
onl y a small fraction of the more than 
100,000 drawings that constitute such 
an amazing record. They reflect the think
ing of a generation of Inuit that often 
did not write, read or speak English and 
for w hom drawing was the only way to 
communicate outsid e th e ir culture. 
Tou ching in their immediacy and spon 
taneity, these drawings are seldom sold 
on the market. Usually they are housed at 
the cooperativ e, althou gh Cape Dorset , 
worried about conservation, deposit ed 
its archive with the McMichael Canadian 
Art Collection where it is availab le for 
research and study. 

In th e Western model, prints are con
ceived and created as prints - but, until 
recently , all Inuit prints ori ginated as 
drawings and were "translated" by a per
son other than the artist into a print. The 
process of translation involv es a whole 
rang e of possibilities. There are cases in 
which the artists are not involved at all in 
th e process. The sale of the drawing to 
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the local cooperative marks the end of 
their involvement. At the other end of the 
speer.rum, the artist draws an image 
directly onto lithostone and the print
maker becomes a more or less highly 
skilled technician who inks the stone 
and prints the image in severa l registra
tions. In yet another scenar io, as often 
happens in PangnirLUng, the original is a 
penc il lin e drawing which the print
maker turn s into a coloured stencil print, 
making most of the decisions along the 
line. In this case, the artistic input of the 
printma ker seems as important as the 
conception of the original imag e. There 
are also cases in which only a portion 
of an origi nal drawing has been used to 
create an effective graphic image. A varia
tion occur red in Holman , whe re line 
drawings were often turn ed into negative 
images, the contours of figures becoming 
the outl ines of black silhouett es. 

For any or all of these reasons, Inuit 
prints always list the artist as well as 
the printmaker. To a varying degree, the 
printmaker has had significant input into 
the ultimat e crea tion of the image. You 
could compare the result with the recording 
of a Chopin sonata. Both artists - com
poser and pianist - contribute to the expe
rience of the piano recital. It seems bizarre 

In stonecutting, the image , once 
it has been chiselled in relief, 

is hand-inked in several layers, 
usually starting with light colours, 

the darker colours being 
added at the end. 

to consider the pianist less of an artist 
because he or she interprets another com
poser's creation. Like pianists, printmak ers 
take similar liberties in the interpr etation 
of drawings which they endeavour to 
transform in the most effective manner 
into a graphic image. 

Having said all thi s, I wou ld add that 
the most recent trend in Inuit printmakin g 
is for artists to print their ow n work. 
This is the model to which the Western 
world has been accustomed since the 
advent of photogr aphy, which supplanted 
printmaking as a form of reproduction . 
Increasingly, printmaker s in Cape Dorset, 
Holm an and Pan gnirt ung are creating 
their own images. There will undoubt edly 
come a time in Inuit printmaking w hen 
the collaborative effort it took to produ ce 
an Inuit print will be a thing of the past. 

PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES 
As with Inuit sculpture, the print s have 
chang ed dramatically over the last four 
decades. Stark, simplified images striking 
in their boldness and "o therness " 
appealed to an early 1960s audience, which 
responded to their fresh, new vision. With 
increasing sophisticati on in printmaking 
technolo gy, the imagery changed. The 
early pencils that Houston had hand ed 
out were replaced eventually by felt pens 
and coloured pencils, expanding the 
range of express ion in drawings which 
paralleled the broadening of pr intmak ing 
techniques. 

Inevitably, however, something got lost 
in the process . The early, somewhat 
naive imagery has changed, giving way to 
richer, more d etail ed and techni cally 

Stonecutting requires great skill 
as the soft stone is very brittle and 
breaks easily. 

more refined prints. This loss of innocence 
is unavoidabl e, a sign that the art form is 
continuing to grow and evolve. Especially 
exciting are the recent etchings and aqua
tints from Cap e Dorse t and Pangnirtung 
which have introduced new possibilitie s 
and allowed for more spontaneous expres
sion. The futur e will probably see mor e 
independent printmakers working in 
local studio facilities much as printmak 
ing artists do around the world. The col
laborative studio approach, introduced 
by Houston and modelled on the Japan ese 
printmaking tradition, was appropriate 
in that it reflected the social realities of the 
early I 960s. Things have d1anged dramati
cally since then and the style, the imagery 
and the way Inuit prints are produced 
toda y reflect those chang es. 

Inuit pr intmaking is yet another exam
pl e of what George MacDonald , directo r 
of the Canadian Museum of Civilization , 
calls "a crossroads of culture, where valid 
cultural forms can be exchanged and 
built upon" (Tepp er 1989: 37). Whil e 
southern art advisors, beginning with 
James Houston, brought our age-old 
printmaking techniques to the exchange, 
Inuit printmakers brought a freshness 
of approach and a lack of preconception 
as to how things ought to be done. This 
enabled them to mix techniques freely, to 
add stencil to a lithograph wh en that 
seemed simpler than another run through 
the press. It allowed Cape Dorset print
makers the freedom to hand-ink coloured 
stonecuts in edit ions of 50 without wor 
rying undul y whether each of the 50 
would look alike. It enabled printmak ers 
in Holman and Pangnirtung to push the 
possibiliti es of stencil further and fur
ther beyond the limit ed use it had pre
viously enjoyed. Inuit printmakers quickly 
learned to master each of the printmaking 
techniques , only to adap t them, as they 
had with their hand-made tools, to th eir 
own expressive needs. 
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PRINTMAKING 
TECHNIQUES USED BY 

INUIT 

Inuit printmakers have experimented 
w ith a variety of printmaking techniqu es, 
often combining th em in innovative 
ways: 

Stonecut 
The stonecut is a variation of the woodcut. 
The image stand s out in relief with the 
background or negative space being chis
elled away. It differs from the tradit ional 
woodcut because the colours are applied 
all at once, rather than in several regis 
trations. As the oil-based paint is ink ed 
on with a roller in various layers, the 
different inks blend and create a texture 
not unlike the mosses and lichens of the 
arctic tundra . 

Stencil 
Also referred to as the pochoir technique , 
stencilling is one of the most basic print
making techniques. Paint is manually 
applied with brushes through areas that 
have been cut out of stiff waxed paper. In 
Inuit printmaking, stencilling is often 
combined with stonecut or lithography to 
add flat areas of colour wh ere desir ed. 
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Once the inking has been completed, paper is placed on top and pressed 
against the image w ith a spoon so that the inks are absorbed. Then the 
paper is slowly peeled off and hung to dry. 

Lithography Woodcut 
In lithography the image is drawn onto a 
slab of limest one whi ch is then etched 
in such a mann er that only the image 
will atlract the paint while the rest of the 
surface will repel it. Lithography allows 
freedom of line and fine detail that is not 
possible in stonecut or stencil. 

A centuries -old technique using a slab 
of wood as a printing surface onto which 
the image is chiselled in relief. Several 
colours require separate blocks, printed in 
succession. 

Silkscreen 
In silkscreening, as in stencilling, areas to 
be printed are blocked out on a screen 
through which paint is pushed. Except 
among the Igutaq Group i.n Clyde River, 
this technique has been the least used in 
the Arctic. 

Etching and engraving 
Both are intaglio techniques . The incised 
line is printed and the rest of the plate is 
wiped clean before the image is printed 
in a press. The two techniques have been 
applied from time to time in different 
communitie s. 
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The Printmaldng Studios 

CAPE DORSET: 
DAZZLING VIRTUOSITY 

When James Houston introduc ed print
making to Cape Dorset Inuit in the 
1950s, the settlement consisted of several 
families who had given up their nomadic 
lifestyle. As subsistence hunting and 
fishing had collapsed, new ways had to 
be found to help them become economi
cally self-sufficient. 

The hallmark of Cape Dorset 
prints is a single striking 
image against a blank 
white background. 

Houston had been given the assign
ment of encouraging local arts and crafts 
activities. Since printmaking seemed like 
one possible way of applying old skills 
in a new way, he began collecting pencil 
drawings from whoever was willing to 
put pen to paper. Houston taught 
a group of men how to tran slate these 
images into prints. Lacking presses, these 
early printmakers adapted woodcutting 
techniques to stone and employed stencil
ling methods. 

The first edition of stonecuts and sten
cils, released in 1958, met with an enthu
siastic response in southern Canada. It 
marked the beginning of a tradition of 
printmaking that has persisted for close 
to 40 years. During this time, Cape Dorset 
printmakers achieved increasing maturity 
and technical brilliance. Fortunately, they 
also succeeded in training a new gener
ation of printmakers, passing on their high 
standards of impeccable craftsmanship. 

The hallmark of Cape Dorset prints is 
a single striking image against a blank 
white background. A predominant theme 

Mating Geese, 1993, Kavavaow 
Mannomee and Qiatsuq Niviaqsi, 
Cape Dorset (stonecut and stencil, 
black , brown, green; 49.5 x 62.1 cm). 
For th is image, the stone was cut and printed 
by one printmaker while the stencilli ng, 
which covers the goose necks and soft 
underbellies, has been added by the artist. 
The result is a perfect blend of the two 
printmaking techniques. 

is that of birds, delightful in their playful
ness, their delicacy and detail. Birds can 
be of detailed realism as in the work of 
Kananginak Pootoogook. They can be play
ful and comical such as those depicted by 
the late Lucy Qinnuayuak, or formal and 
heraldic, as in the work of Kenojuak 
Ashevak. The printmakers have devel
oped great virtuosity in creating texture 
in a stonecut through varied incisions 
into the stone, be it to render the feathers 
of a bird or the sk in of a caribou. 

Generally, the subject matter has been 
reduced and refined to a point at which 
the completed image has no excess detail 
to diminish the visual impact. This pro
vides the stylized elegance and aesthetic 
appeal for which Cape Dorset prints are 
known. An exception to the typical Cape 
Dorset style is Pudlo Pudlat, who 

Baby Ta/elayo's First Ride, 1991, 
Pitaloosie Saila and Aoudla Pudlat, 
Cape Dorset (lithograph, blue, black, 
brown; 57.9 x 76.2 cm). Single images 
against a white background are typical of 
Cape Dorset prints . This delightful image 
combines two popular themes: mother and 
child and the goddess Talelayo. 
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developed his own idio syncratic visual 
language in which older cultural symbo ls 
are successfull y combined with modem 
imagery. Airplanes look like birds; boats 
are actually the bodies of birds and 
muskoxen replace the sain ts on a print 
that recalls his experience of a cathedr al 
in southern Can ada. 

Pitseolak Ashoona was anoth er out
standing talent with a di stinct style. 
Pitseolak narrated her youthful experience 
of camp life in a constant stream of images, 
first in pencil, later in felt pen. It was she 
who started the convention of employing 
imagery rich in narra tive detail (in con
trast to single-figure images ). Women 
such as Napachie Pootoogook, Mayoreak 
Ashoona and Mary Pudlat have con
tributed many delightful images that 
illustrate incidents of daily camp life . 

Although somewhat flamboyant and 
decorative at times, Cape Dorset imagery 
is firml y rooted in realism . Arctic 
wildlife, hunting and fishing and every
day camp life are observed and recorded . 
Many images reveal a deliberate intent to 
educate the viewer about customs that 
were practised before the adven t of mod
em times. Thus, we have Kananginak's 
row of huntin g or fishing implements 
drawn with the precision and accuracy of 
an anthropologist. 

Cape Dorset has remained the leader 
in Inui t printmaking over th e last 40 
years. Guided by Terry Ryan, genera l 
manager of the West Baffin Eskimo Co
operative Limited and a printmaker him
self, people there have been introduced 
to new techniques and novel approaches 
by a succession of vis itin g artists. Cape 
Dorset was the first to incorporate lithog
raphy as a prin tmaking technique. Unlike 
the relief stonecut technique , lithography 
allows the artists to draw directly on to 

InuitArt 
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Qilalugannguat Tunnit (Tattooed 
Whales), 1996, Arnaqu Ashevak and 
Studio PM (etching and aquatint, black, 
b lue, brown; 50 x 56 cm) . The 
delicate incisions on the whales would not 
have been possible in any other medium. 
Printmake rs in Cape Dorset continue to ven
ture into new printmak ing t echniques th at , 
as in this case, are especially suit able for more 
conte mporary designs. 

the stone in colour, a pro cess which has 
incr eased the range of expression 
considerab ly, allowing artists and print
makers to go beyond the more mono
chromati c images of the early year s. 

The combination of dazzling images , 
virtuosity in the execution of printmaking 
techniqu es and an ongoing willingness 
to experiment and take risks ha s kept 
the Cape Dorset printshop at the fore
front of Canadian In uit printmaking. 

My Daughte r 's First Steps, 
1990, Napachie Pootoogook 
and Pit seolak Niviaqsi. Cape 
Dorset (lithograph; 56 .3 x 
86.2 cm). 
A group of Cape Dorset women 
art ists have made domestic scenes 
of trad itional camp life their 
favourite subject matter . This prin t 
demonstrates the level of mastery 
that Cape Dorset printmakers have 
achieved in lithogr aphy. 

Panniq (Bull caribou), 1993, Kananginak 
Pootoogook and Pitseolak Niviaqsi, 
Cape Dorset (stonecut and stencil; 
98.7 x 62.0 cm) . By varying the size 
and density of incisions int o the stone, the 
stonecutter has succeeded in reproduc ing the 
rich texture of the animal's fur as it differs in 
the various parts of the body . 
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POVUNCiNITUK: RAW ENERGY 
Povungnituk in Nunavik was the ftrst Inuit 
community to follow Cape Dorset's ven
ture into printmaking. With the guid
ance and support of now-deceased Father 
Andre Steinmann, the resident Roman 
Catholic missionary, the first collection 
was published in 1962, in the same cat
alogue as the Cape Dorset collection from 
that year. 

Other Nunavik printshops followed 
with sporadic annual collections, but 
only Povungnituk consistently produced 
annual collections until 1989 when print
making was discontinued in Nunavik 
altogether, at least within the co-op 
framework. 

During the first years, the main artists 
producing print images were also success
ful sculptors. Most notable among them 
were Davidialuk Alasua Amittu and Joe 
Talirunili. More familiar with chisel and 
stone than pen and paper, they preferred 
to take a ston e home and cut the image 
right into the stoneplate using the chisel 
as one would use a pen or brush. Chisel 
marks would lead to broken, rough-hewn 

Men Hunting Animals, 1980, Alasi 
Audia Tullaugak and Leah Qumaluk, 

Povungnituk (stonecut and stencil, red, 
tan, blue; 45.5 x 73.5 cm). 

Blending the stonecut and stencil 
can yield more sophisticated images as in this 

case, where disparate design elements done 
in stencil are tied together by the rough out 

line of the printing stone. 

rather than smooth contour edges. Unfa
miliar wit.h conv entional printmaking 
techniques, the artists often left the rough 
edge of the stoneplate intact instead of 
cutting it away. Apart from creating a 
desirably rugged look, the irregular stone
plate edge served as a framing device 
which naturally held together composi
tions that might otherwise have been 
floating in space. 

The result was images powerful in their 
immediacy and expressiveness. Their 
sculptural, tactile quality was enhanced 
by the rough texture of the stone surface 
which, typically, would not be polished. 
Imperfections in the stone would show 
up in the print , adding to the overall 
rough, rugged look. 

Images were usually printed in one 
colour, often black. Stories were told with 
simpl e directness, the artist often indi
cating a figure's relative importance by 
increasing its size. Large areas of black 
were presented in strong contrast to areas 
that had been left white. 

The distinctiv e look of the early 
Povungnituk prints changed in 1978 
when, under the direction of a short-term 
advisor, Werner Zimmermann, stencil 
and silkscreen were added to the 

repertoire of printmaking techniques. 
The silkscreen allowed for the captur
ing of delicate line or felt pen drawings, 
esp ecially those of Josie Paperk. 
Stencilling introduced colour and 
Povungnituk printmakers became adept 
at blending a whole range of colours in 
one stencil area. 

The subject matter remained consistent 
over the years. Artists were interested in 
portraying daily activities, hunting and 
fishing and other aspects of camp life, 
as well as stories that had been handed 
down through generations. 

Although a succession of arts advisors 
- beginning with Gordon Yearsley, 
followed in 1962 by Victor Tinkl and 
later again, in the late 1970s, by Werner 
Zimmermann - provided inconsistent and 
short-term guidance and encouragement 
and introduced new technical approaches, 
Povungnituk printmakers mainly worked 
on their own. 

Early Povungnituk prints were perhaps 
the least polished among the Inuit prints. 
Printmakers were successful in turning 
their somewhat crude printing technique -
yielding broken lines and rough edges -
into an asset. Their attraction lies in their 
very lack of technical finesse. It is impos
sible to remain indifferent to the raw energy 
of Povungnituk imagery. 
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A Polar Bear Approached a Man and 
His Dogs, 1988-89, 5imiuni Sivuarapik 

and Louisa Qumaluk , Povungnituk 
(serigraph and stencil, tan, grey, 

black, yellow; 46 .5 x 65.0 cm). 
This elegant silkscreen print is very different 
from the roughly hewn stonecuts of earlier 

years. Foreshorten ing in the hunter's arm and 
foot and the bear's one paw indicate that this 

younger artist has received some training 
from outside his culture . 

InuitArt 
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A Man Wanting a Fish to Eat, 
1985, Josie Papialuk and 
Mina lttukallak, Povungnituk 
(stonecut, green; 36.5 x 48 .5 
cm). Povungnituk printers often 
reversed the stonecut t echnique. 
Instead of chiselling away the areas 
around the image, they incised the 
image into the stone. The result is 
a white design against a black 
background. 

Making a Rabbit Snare , 1984, 
Sarah Joe Quinuajuak and Caroline 
Qumaluk, Povungnituk (stonecut, 
black; 31 .0 x 34.5 cm). The rough, 
almost sketch-like silhouettes of human and 
animal figures give Povungnituk a raw, 
expressive energy that can get lost with 
more refined printmaking techniques. 
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HOLMAN: 
AN EXTENSION OF 

THE ORAL TRADITION 

.• .. 
• ·-· 

Crea t ion, 1994 , Elsie Klenge nberg , 
Holman (stencil, red, brow n, ye llow , 

b lack, copper, blue, green; 47 .0 x 46.5 cm) . 
Holman released its first collect ion in 1965 w ith 

prints that required little techn ical skill. 
Thirty years later, printmake rs are creating 

works of considerable comp lexity and 
technical finesse. Often, as in this case, t he 

artist is also the printmaker . 

Holman, located on Victoria Island, is the 
only community in the Western Arctic 
with a printmaking program. In the early 
1960s, Father Henri Tardy, a Catholic 
missionary, was impressed by the local 
artistic talent as expressed in storytelling, 
mime and dance. He encouraged Holman 
residents to try their hand at printmak
ing, modelling the shop after that in 
Cape Dorset. The first Holman collection 
appeared in 1965 and annual collections 

The one constant in 
Holman prints is an 

emphasis on narrative 
drawn from the 
oral tradition. 

have followed since then, with the 
exception of 1971 and 1975. As in Cape 
Dorset, the Holman printshop has 
remained part of the local cooperative 
over the past 38 years . Stable manage 
ment has provided a framework within 
which Holman printmakers have been 
able to produce annual collections w ith 
very little disruption. This has also made 
it possible to secure grants for arts advi 
sors, among them printmaker David 
Umholtz from Winnipeg who acted as 
advisor for several years. 

Musk-ox , 1970, Hele n Kalvak, Holman 
(sto necut; 47 x 61 cm). In t he print, the fig
ures become black silhouettes with white lines 
indicating details . Notice that the printmaker 
decided to leave the figures of the muskoxen 
in outl ine in order to maintain a balance of 

black and white in the composition . 

Holman printmakers adopted a very 
basic approach to printmaking. Local 
artists such as Helen Kalvak and Mark 
Emerak tended to produce pencil line 
drawings . Both these artists dominated 
the annual print collections until Emerak's 
death in 1983 and Kai vak's in 1984. 
Faced with a lack of printing equipment , 
the printmakers transferred the line 
drawings onto the stone surface, simply 
cutt ing away the stone around the con
tour lines. After the stoneplate was inked 
with black ink, the human and animal 
figures in the drawings ended up as 
black silhouettes on the print. Details of 
costume and gesture were delineated in 
while with in the overall black shapes 
of the figures. The resulting prints were 
simple, direct, ingenuous and charming 
in their honesty and simp licity. 

During the ea rl y 1980s, under 
the guidance of John Rose, Holman 
printmakers were introduced to lithog 
raphy and stencill ing . Colourful prints, 
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often using both technique s in combina
tion, replaced the single-colour stonecuts 
that had become Holman's trademark over 
15 years. 

During this time, a team of younger 
printmakers joined the printshop, eager 
to experiment. Some of the traditions of 
Western realism, such as linear perspec
tive and modelling to indicate volume, 
started to appear in their imagery. Artist/ 
printmakers like Mary Okheena revealed 
the influence of comic books and other 
things they had experienced while grow
ing up which were very different from 
those of Kalvak or of her father, Jimmy 
Memorana, of the generation before. 

In spite of these changes, both in print
making techniques and visual styles, there 
has remained one constant in Holman 
prints: an emphasis on the narrative drawn 
from the oral tradition that had so 
impressed Father Tardy. Rather than 
invoking an aesthetic or emo tion al 
response, Holman prints tend to tell a 
story first and foremost. Many prints in 
the annual catalogues are accompanied 
by a story to help us understand the 
content of the print. Equally, a disarming 
visual directness, a gentle whimsical 
mood and a strong sense of humour have 
remained typical of Holman prints 
throughout the years. 

Although Holman artists and print
makers have changed and evolved over 
time, they have retained the distinct char
acteristics that define and set them apart 
from other printshops across the Arctic. 

lnuitArt 
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Frustrated Fisherman, 1988, Mary 
Okheena and Louie Nigiyok, Holman 
(woodcut, aqua, blue, brown, green, 
tangerine; 51 x 61 cm). A larger 
repertory of printmaking processes permits a 
wider range of artistic expression. The Holman 
printshop has experimented with woodcuts 
since 1986. The stunning effect of water float
ing in front of the f igure could not have been 
achieved through any other printmaking 
technique. 

Oqhohiyok, 1988, Mabel Nigiyok, 
Holman (stencil, grey, taupe , 
brown, blue, black; 50.5 x 66.0 cm). 
Charming in their simplicity and straight
forward narrative manner, Holman prints 
convey important ethnographic data at 
the same time. This print illustrates how 
people used sealskin bags to store seal 
blubber for the winter . 
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BAKER LAKE: A WORLD OF MYSTERY 

Creatures of the World, 1987, 
Marion Tuu'luuq, Myra Kukiiyaut 

and Nancy Sevoga Kangeryuaq, 
Baker Lake (woodcut and stencil; 

63 x 78 cm). The interweaving of patterned 
background and isolated shapes is remin iscent 
of tapestry. Baker Lake printmakers are inge

nious in combining different media in new 
and unexpected ways. Here woodcut has been 
used to create the background and stencill ing 

to fill in the animal shapes. 

Although several government arts and 
crafts officers had attempted to introduce 
printmaking to Baker Lake, it was not until 
Jack and Sheila Butler arrived in 1969 
that a printmaking program was formally 
established. The first collection, issued in 
1970 soon after their arrival. was the 
beginning of a strong and successful 
printmaking venture. Annual collections 
followed until 1990, when the Baker 
Lake printshop, under the umbrella of 
Sanavik Co-operative, was forced to close 
down for several years. It was not until 
1997 that an independent group of print
makers, in collaboration with a print
maker from southern Canada hired by 
Nunavut Arctic College, succeeded in issu
ing a collection of 20 prints. It is hoped 
that this marks the beginning of a new 
era in Baker Lake printmaking, although 
the continued existence of the group, led 
by Thomas Iksiraq, will depend upon the 
availability of studio space and funding. 

From the start, Baker Lake printmakers 
developed a very different approach from 
that of Cape Dorset. To do full justice to the 
complex and involved imagery of many 
Baker Lake artists, they combined the 
two techniques, using stonecut for the 
line work and stencil for the application 
of coloured areas. Although the early 
prints are still fairly monochromatic, the 
fusion of stonecut and stencil eventually 
led to the brilliance and boldness of colour 
and line for which Baker Lake prints are 

Inside the lglu, 1987, Victoria 
Mamnguqsualuk and Paul 
Toolooktook, Baker Lake (stonecut 
and stencil; 95 x 66 cm). Dramatic 
and sometimes frightening images 
are frequently employed in Baker Lake, 
perhaps harking back to periods of depriva
tion and starvation in the collective history 
of its inhabitants. 

perhaps best known. Wall hangings, 
which also developed as an artform during 
these years under the guidance of the 
Butlers, may have had an impact on the 
irreverent use of colour as well. 

For the stencilled areas, Baker Lake 
printmakers some times used tooth
brushes to spatter colour over previously 
stencilled areas to achieve a pointillist 
effect. Some prints required the appli
cation of stonecut first, followed by sten
ci 11 ing over which more stonecut was 
printed in another registration. This 
method permitted considerable flexibility, 
as a result of which printmakers were 
able to transcend the restrictions inherent 
in both media. 

Baker Lake has developed a series of 
highly individualistic artists with distinct 
personal styles. One of the few generaliza
tions that can be made about their work 
is that most images cover the entire picture 
plane. Also, the subject matter is often 
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They All Want the Seal, 1988, 
Francoise Oklaga and Martha Noah, 
Baker Lake (stencil; grey, yellow, 
brown, blue, tangerine, mauve, 
green; 65.S x 95.S cm) . Throughout 
its history, the Baker Lake print studio 
has produced complex, interwoven images in 
which strong colour and conflicting design 
elements fight for our attention. 

depicted in multiple perspective, or a 
sequence of events is compressed into 
one drawing. The heavy use of black con
tour lines gives most Baker Lake prints a 
linear qualily. Other images play with 
the tension by combining, in one image, 
linear two-dimensional elements with 
the illusion of three-dimensional volume 
and depth. Some women art ists, influ
enced by the ir work with applique on 
wall hangings, have developed the inter
play of negative and positive space to 
perfection. 

The combination of bold colour and 
intriguing linear designs results in images 
of great expressiveness and strong emo
tional appeal. However, as in Cape Dorset, 
within those typical Baker Lake features, 
artists with a strong personal style have 
emerged. Simon Tookoome's imagery -
many-headed creatures and supernatural 
beings - is very different from the terse, 
stark style of Luke Anguhadluq, whose 
themes revolve around the life he had 
known as a camp leader. The formal 
designs of Jessie Oonark, wh ich reveal 
her interest in making clothes, contrast 
with the restless, energetic drawings of 
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Kiviuk Crossing the Sea, 1982, Simon Tookoome 
and Phillipa lksiraq, Baker Lake (linocut and 
stencil; 63.0 x 93.S cm). The legend of Kiviuk's travels is 
a favourite theme in Baker Lake prints. Here, linocut has 
replaced stonecut to provide the contour lines and texture 
while the stencilling has served to fill in flat areas of colour. 

Ruth Annaqtuusi, which present a real 
challenge to the printmakers. Drawings 
like those by Nancy Pukingrnak are so 
delicate and show such detail in line and 
texture that they have not very often 
been used for prints. 

Collectors of Baker Lake prints have 
been attracted to their arresting formal 
elements as well as to the often super 
natural or shamanic subject matter. Images 
of bizarre creatures in various stages of 
transformation, half-animal, half-human, 
appeal to th e imagina tion. Stories of 
legends abound. We are introduced to a 
world of mystery, with little reference 
to realism. Baker Lake artists live in a 
particularly harsh environment. It seems 
that the drama and intensity of their exis
tence in their hostile, unforgiving land is 
reflected in their extraordinary prints. 

Bird Swallowing Transforming Fish, 
1988, Irene Avaalaaq iaq Tiktaalaaq 
and Winnie Owingayak, Baker Lake 
(stonecut and stenci l, aqua, orange , 
grey, yellow, fuschia; 63 .5 x 97 .0 cm) . 
Many Baker Lake women are drawing as well 

as creating applique wall hangings. In this 

print, it is evident that wall hanging design 

has infl uenced the image. The cut-out shapes 

are reminiscent of applique felt pieces and the 

feathers on the bird echo embroidery stitches. 
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PAN<iNIRTUN<i: 
LYRICAL, FRESH AND INTIMATE 

Printmaking in Pangnirtung started in 
1973 as a project initiated by the Govern
ment of the Northwest Territories. During 
the next four years the printshop operated 
under the guidance of John Houston, 
son of James Houston who had introduced 
printmaking to Cape Dorset 25 years earlier. 

The first Pangnirtung collection was 
issued in 1973. Annual co llecti ons 
appeared regularly until 1988, when the 
printshop was closed. It was reopened 
in 1992 by an independent association of 
printmakers who have since issued sev
eral collections. 

Although equally skilled in the tech
nique of stonecut, Pangnirtung print
makers have excelled in stencilling from 
the very beginning. By its very nature, 
stencilling tends to produce soft, gentle 
images. Applying the stippling brush in 
tiny doses to the paper permits infinitely 
subtle gradat ion s of colour, such that 
objects can look as if they were covered 
by a misty veil. Taking full advantage 
of the inherent beauty and delicacy of 
the medium, many of the Pangnirtung 

Spring Seals, 1993, Andrew Karpik, 
Pangnirtung (stencil; 34.5 x 56 .0 cm). 
Most printers in the Pangnirtung print studio 

work with the ir own images, as in this case. 

Highligh ts on the bodies of the seals have 

been skilfully created by applying less ink and 

letting the white paper shine through. 

stencil prints have a precious, jewel-like 
quality. Black contours are also rendered 
in stencil, which may require a large 
number of separate stencils and great 
skill on the printmaker's part. 

Since the original drawings are often 
pencil line drawings, the printmakers make 
all the decisions regarding colour. Often 
this is a cooperative process. Much more 
than mere technicians reproducing an 
image faithfu lly, printmakers are artists 
in their own right. 

Pangnirtung was an important centre 
for whaling from the 18th to the early 
20th century. This period in the commu
nity's history has been recorded in many 
prints. Also recorded are the mostly hum
ble, daily activities, in images of a quiet, 
contemplative nature. Hunting, fishing, 
travelling overland, games and family 
life, stories and legend s are common 
themes. 

The lyrical quality of Pangnirtung prints, 
their freshness and intimate charm has 
gained them a special place in the history 
of Inuit printmaking. 

\ 

Woman Thinking, n.d., Elisapee 
lshulutaq, Pangnirtung (felt pen). 
For many years, printmakers in Pangnirtung 
have worked from simple line drawings such 
as this one. 

Woman Thinking, 1983, Elisapee 
lshulutaq and Josea Maniapik, 
Pangnirtung (stencil). 
Getting from the original line drawing to the 

final print involves cutting the stencils and 

printing a series of proofs until the most satis

factory combination of colour has been 

achieved. It is up to the artists to determine 

the extent to which they want to be involved 

in this process. 
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CLYDE RIVER: 
A SUBDUED, 

GENTLE QUALITY 

The Igutaq Group in Clyde River was 
established as a federal government eco
nomic development project by a group of 
women in 1974. Starting with the making 
of stuffed toys, the group soon progressed 
to the silkscreening of textiles, and then 
printmakin g. Three print collections were 
released , in 1981, 1983 and 1985. Igutaq 
continued silkscreening on placemats, 
napkins, calendars and other craft items 
until the group came to a halt in 1995 (it 
subsequently regrouped in January 
1998). Drawing from its experience with 
silkscreening , the Igut aq Group print 
makers mostly produced prints in which 
the black contours were printed by 
silkscreen. Stencil was added to provide 
flat areas of colour. The heavy reliance on 
black contours gives them a somewhat 
illustrative character. Images from Clyde 
River tend to have a gentle, peaceful qual
ity, perhaps because the majority of print
makers and artists have been women. 
Colours are subdue d, with a preference 
for earthtones. The subject matter ranges 
from camp scenes and family life to the 
depiction of arctic wildlife, especially 
geese. Although efforts are underway to 
revive the Igutaq Group, the current 
interest is in silkscreening on fabric rather 
than the production of limited ed ition 
prints. -... 
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Long Journey, 1984-85, Elisapee Enuaraq, Clyde 
River (ser igraph and stenci l; 36 .8 x 54.6 cm). 
Travelling overland is a theme that frequent ly occurs in Inuit 
imagery. Families had to pack all their materi al possessions 
as they moved between seasonal hunting and fishing camps. 

A Strong Bee, 1981, 
Sangoya Apitak, Clyde 
River (silkscreen and stencil, 
grey, brown, yellow; 32 x 
50 cm). The bee is the symbol 
for the lgutaq group . The gentle 
humour of this print can be 
found in many of its prints . 

Kayak, 1984-85, Elisha Sanguya, 
Clyde River (serigraph and stencil; 
43.8 x 57.2 cm) . This artist demonstrates 
an effort to educate the viewer about 
Inui t culture , as he records, with the 
thoroughness of an ethnographer, the 
details of the kayak. 
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Gallery for Sale 
Due to the recent passing of one of our founders, the business 
and assets of APPLETON AUCTION GALLERIES are offered 
for sale. 

Centrally located in downtown VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, on premises leased from the City of Vancouver, 
this established business has specialized in CANADIAN 
INUIT ART for over twenty five years. 

The gallery owns over 4,000 original Inuit sculptures, 
plus numerous B.C. jade and ivory carvings, Inuit tapestries, 
Northwest coast Native carvings and graphics. Important 
Inuit artists represented in this inventory include: 

PANGNARK- LATCHOLASSIE-ELIZABETH NUTARALUK 
AULATJUT - AGGEAK - MIKI -AGGEAK PETAULASSIE
IQULIQ (family) - LUCY TASSEOR - ARLUK 

This is a unique opportunity to purchase an established 
retail/wholesale company w ith an extensive collection 
of rare and internationally recognized artifacts. 

For more information, please contact: Ronald Appleton 

APPLETON AUCTION GALLERIES 
1451 Hornby Street, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6Z 1W8 

tel: 604.685.1715 fax: 604.685.1721 

FROM ACROSS THE ARCTIC 
AND ACROSS TIME 

Dancing Bear 
Paula Saila 
Cape Dorset 
1987; 171/2" H 

Fine Inuit Art from the 1950's to the 199O's. 

INUIT 
IMAGES 
OF HOSTON 

Call or write for our schedule of travelling exhibitions. 
P.O. Box 2501, Quincy, MA 02269 (617) 471-2626 

Arctic Artistrg inc. 

DAVIDEE SAUMIK, H-11" 

original inuit sculpture 

l(nown for Our Fine 
Early and Contemporary 

Sculpture and Prints 

2 Spring street• Hastings-on-Hudson, New York 10706 
!914)478-7179 Fax!914l 238-4123 
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GALLERY PHILLIP 
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS 

WE CARRY A WIDE SELECTION OF FINE INUIT ART 

Paula Saila 

Sculp tur e: stone , whalebone and ivory 
Inuit Graphics, Original Drawings 

939 Lawrence Ave. E., Don Mills Centre, 
Don Mills, Ontario, M3C 1P8 416-447-1301 
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PLANNING TO ENSURE THE FUTURE OF INUIT ART 
WHY CONTRIBUTE TO THE INUIT ART FOUNDATION 'S 
ENDOWMENT FUND? 
Your contribution ensures the continued growt h of Inuit art. It can also be 
used as a tax credit in Canada and the United States. 

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO? 
You decid e how you want your contribution to be used. For instance , the 
Curatorial Scholarship Fund ensures that Inuit are involved in the care and 
interpretat ion of their art . 

HOW DO I KNOW THAT THE MONEY WONT BE SPENT ON 
SOMETHING ELSE? 
The fund is administered through the Community Foundation of Ottawa
Carleton. Your contribution is pooled with inves tmen t funds from many 
charitable organizations - only the interest on the capital can be used. 

HOW DO I CONTRIBUTE) 
Three ways: through a bequest , an insurance policy or an immediate cash 
donation. The Inuit Art Foundation has an information kit with all the details. 

For more information on the Inuit Art Foundation Endowment Fund 
or to discuss your charitable gift planning please contact Marybelle Mitchell, 
Executive Director or Clare Porteou s-Safford, Development Coordinator 
at (613) 224-8189. 

Inuit Art Foundation president 
Mattiusi Iyaituk presents Jessica 
Tamie-Bagshaw with the first 
Curatorial Scholarship awarded 
through the Inuit Art Foundat ion 
Endowment Fund. Tamie-Bagshaw 
recently completed her first year of 
Arr History at Carleton University . 
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IMAGES 
ART GALLERY 

• 
We invite you to see 

one of the largest selections 
of collector quality 

Inuit sculpture from all 
areas of the Arctic. 

We purchase older collections 
for cash. 

• 
3345 Yonge Street, Toronto, ON M4N 2M6 

(Tel.) 416-481-9584 
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DAVID RUBEN PIQTOUKUN 

NEWWORKS 
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FEATURE 

Shaping 
the Future of 

Aboriginal Curatorial Practice 

·-

Lt ~ 
Lee-Ann Martin 

Chief Curator, 
Mackenzie Art Gallery, 
Regina, Saskatchewan. 

Mackenzie Art Gallery 

Morgan Wood, Curatorial Assistant, 
Canadian Art, National Gallery of 

Canada, Ottawa, Ontario 
Nation al Gallery of Canada 

by Lee-Ann Martin and Morgan Wood 

n February 1997, 17 Aboriginal 
curators mel in Oltawa for the first 
time to discuss issues relating to 
their practice in visual arts. This 
hisloric meeting was a result of the 

May 1996 First Peoples Forum in Visual 
Arts, organized by the First Peoples 
Secretariat and the Visual Arts Section of 
Lhe Canada Coun cil for the Arts. The 
participants in that forum identified the 
need to bring together First Peoples cura
tors to discuss pertinent issues, including 
professional development opportunit ies 
such as curatoria l residencies. 

Are the standards associated 
with curating obtained 

through formal education, 
from an Aboriginal 

ethic, or both? 

While First Peoples art is receiving wider 
acceptance and inclusion in public art 
museums, little has been done to develop 
an infrastructure to ensure a sustained 
commitment to Lhe collection and exhi
bition of these works. Aboriginal cura
tors will ensure that this commitmenl is 
carried forward into the future, while 
acknow ledging the important role that 
First Peoples artists have played to date. 

In planning the February 1997 meeting, 
the First Peoples Secretariat employed 

Morgan Wood as coordinator and selected 
curators to form a small working group 
to develop the conten t and format for the 
gaLhering . This group included Joane 
Cardinal-Schubert, an independent cura
tor from Calgary; Lynn Hill, curator at the 
McMichael Canadian Art Collection; 
Tom Hill, director of the Woodland Cul
tural Centre Museum at Six Nations; and 
Jeffre y Thomas, an independent curator 
now living in Ottawa. 

The working group viewed this meet
ing as the first step in establishing clarity 
about the Aboriginal curatorial profession 
and in gaining confidence and direction 
for the future. Under this premise , the 
meeting addressed thre e broad ar eas: 
"Questions of Qualily" (the qualifica
tions and responsibilities required for 
curating First Peopl es visual arts), 
"Getting There" (training opportunities 
for First Peoples curators) and "Curatorial 
Landscape" (the local, national and inter
national contex ts within which curators 
work). Once the key issues w ere defined, 
the working group selected curators from 
across the country and representing a diver
sity of experience to speak to the topics. 

This report highlights the key points 
that arose during the four days of dis
cuss ion. It is important to remember that 
this was the first meeting of First Peoples 
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curators in visual arts and that it focused 
largely on the curator's role in developing 
exhibitions. More discussion and debate 
must happen over the next few years to 
define Aboriginal curatorial practice 
further. 

QUESTIONS OF QUALITY 
Discussion about the appropriate quali
fications for First Peoples cura tor s in 
visual arts was necessary before the 
meeting could progress to issues of train 
ing and professional development, as 
well as the curatorial landscape. Some 
participants felt un comfortable with the 
label "curator," preferring instead to call 
themselves "coordinator" or "facilitator." 
"Curator," how ever, is the term used by 
academics , exhibiting institutions and 
funding agencies. 

Discussion included the identification 
and definition of appropriate qualifica
tions and responsibilities of curators to 
determine their own approach to the pro
fession. Are the standards associated 
with curating obtained through formal 
education, from a traditional Aboriginal 
ethic, or both? What is the relationsh ip 
between the integrity of individual cura
tors and that of the community? 

Institutions frequently employ Aborig
inal people who have no background in 
the arts or curator ial motivation. Such 
tokenism may to some extent validate 
the institution in the eyes of the First 
Peoples community, but it is detrimental 

InuitArt 
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to the prof essional development of both 
the putative curator and curatorial prac
tice in general: individuals are often 
chosen because of their "Indianness," 
not their professional qualifications. The 
curators also questioned whether First 
Peoples are perpetuating this notion of 
"Indianness" at the expense of curatorial 
integrity. 

The issue of the artist as curator divided 
the participants. Some noted that it is 
important for artists to act as curators in 
order to create a better aesthetic under
standing of an exhibition or collection. 
Some felt that an artistic background 

The exclusionary climate 
is changing as Aboriginal 
curators gain experience, 
but institutional structure 
and power have shifted 

only slightly towards 
support of First Peoples 

curatorial practice. 

might help curators organize exhibitions 
more effectively. But many participants 
insisted that conflict of interest guide
lines would be needed to demarcate the 
line between promoting the artist/cura
tor's own work and that of other artists. 
It was noted that artists who curated 

Conference participants (left to right): 
Tom Hill (Woodland Cultural Centre, 
Brantford, Ontario), Joyce Whitebear-Reed 
(Wanuskewin Heritage Park, Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan), Merle Handley (freelance 
curator, Vancouver, British Columbia), Lynn 
Hill (McMichael Canadian Art Collection), 
Arthur Renwick, Barry Ace (Indian and Inuit 
Art Centre, Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development), Ann Smith, Jeffrey 
Thomas, July Papatsie (Indian and Inuit Art 
Centre, Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development). 

their own work, as Bill Reid did in the 
1970s, were often dissatisfied with the 
exclusion and misrepresentation of First 
Peoples arts within mainstream institu
tions by non-Aboriginal curators. This 
exclusionary climate is changing as 
Aboriginal curators gain experience, but 
institutional structure and power have 
shifted only slightly towards support for 
the further development of First Peoples 
curatorial practice. 

In an effort to define the role of the 
Aboriginal curator in the visual arts, par
ticipants noted that curating requires a 
certain level of knowledge and skil l. 
Collaborating with artists in the creative 
process, curators are historians playing an 
integral role in exhibitions. However, 
the First Peoples curators noted th at 
meaningful engagement with Aboriginal 
communities is sometimes jeopardized 
by the criticism of academics, museums 
and funding agencies. Most importantly, 
today's First Peoples curators must nego
tiate between the sometimes conflicting 
value systems of Aboriginal communities 
and those of the regional, nationa l and 
international communities of art muse
ums and universities. Aboriginal cura
tors must remain strong in the face of 
negative, intrusive outside influences 
and operate from their own personal and 
cultura l value systems. 

GETTING THERE 
Curators bring to their profession differ
ent levels of experience, training, knowl
edge, motivation and expectation. In this 
session, Aboriginal curators began to 
determine the appropriate framework 
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for curatorial training and professional 
development. Too often in the past, cura
torial internships for Native people have 
failed lo ensure that individuals could 
pursue their chosen profession success
fully. Hence discussion included the basic 
knowledge and skill levels required for 
curatorial practice and the institutional 
commitment and responsibility needed 
for training motivated individuals. 

Currently in Canada, there are many 
institutions interested in hosting Aborig
inal internships and many funding 
programs to support these initiatives. 
Internships, however, can be onerous for 
First Nations interns. Often treated as 
cheap labour, interns may receive little in 
the way of curatorial training. More often 
they play the ill-defined role of liaison 
between the Native and non-Native inter
ests involved. Conference participants 
told many stories of their own experi
ences in such programs. It was suggested 
that institutions assume the following 
responsibilities: 
• provision of practical experience in 

research and writing about visual arts 
• support for travel to visual arts 

conferences and other networking 
opportunities 

• a long term of training/professional 
development, preferably two years, with 
an exhibition as the end result 

• a detailed training structure, including 
a work plan and time frame, reporting 
relationships, feedback and frequent 
monitoring of the interns' progress 

• a closer sharing of responsibility among 
the trainees, host institutions and fund
ing agencies 

• access to appropriate mentors, advisors 
or teachers who need not be affiliated 
with the relevant institution but who 
must serve as both practical and theo
retical guides 

• equal emphasis on practical, hands-on 
experience and intellectual development 

• recognition of the particular needs of 
northern communities in the early 
stages of curatorial development, where 
strategic opportunities must be offered 

for individuals to gain the necessary 
knowledge and experience 

• provision of opportunities to experi
ment with space in developing exhi
bitions, not necessarily within the 
institution. 
It was also suggested that the trainees 

themselves should meet the following 
requirements: 
• they should have artistic/cultural expe

rience that need not come from aca
demic training but should involve 
acquaintance with the diversity of First 
Peoples art practices 

• they should shadow appropriate men
tors, including curators and technical 
staff, and auend exhibitions 

Often treated as cheap 
labour, interns may receive 

little in the way of 
curatorial training. 

• they must study exhibition catalogues 
and arts publications 

• they should develop a personal list of 
potential mentors who could help 
them to achieve development goals. 
The differences between internships 

and residencies were also discussed. 
Internships were identified as opportu
nities for practical skills training, usually as 
part of an institutional education process, 
where final accountability is held by the 
educating institution. Residencies, on the 
other hand, are viewed as an important 
step in professional development after 
the trainees have completed their basic 
training. Residencies require a certain 
level of experience and commitment to 
the profession. Curatorial residents would 
be accorded more respect within both 
the profession and the host institution. 

The participants endorsed the Canada 
Council for the Arts' targeted initiative of 
providing assistance to First Peoples for 
curatorial residencies in visual arts. Under 
the program, two or three curators 
will receive support for a minimum of 
one year as they pursue professional 
development opportunities at their 
chosen host institution. 

CURATORIAL LANDSCAPE 
The landscape within which First Peoples 
curators practise is complex and diverse. 
First of all, Aboriginal curators come from 
a range of First Nations communities, 
replete with different political and social 
histories, traditions and arts practices. 
These distinct backgrounds must inform 
their work as curators. As First Peoples 
art gains international recognition, curators 
must navigate their course in an increas
ingly urbanized and pluralistic world. 

Curators often choose to work within 
many spheres, local, provincial, national 
and international. These varied contexts 
provide opportunities for growth and 
development but also for conflict among 
the different interests involved. First 
Peoples curators must remember that 
they practise with the privilege of their 
community, carrying an enormous bur
den of responsibility within the profes
sion. As interpreters of the meaning of 
artworks in exhibitions, curators must 
recognize that Aboriginal languages are 
action-based rather than object
oriented: the art or objects then become 
tools for telling stories. This approach 
is often in direct opposition to the Euro
North American notion of the value 
attached to objects, or attached to result 
rather than process. 

First Peoples curators are confronted 
with opposing expectations within the 
broad scope of their professional land
scape. Should expectations at the inter
national level effectively censor and deny 
the community-based expectations of an 
exhibition? How do the decisions made 
by curators affect their relationships with 
the community of artists? In these 
instances, curators must have authority 
and take responsibility for their premises 
and actions to maintain balance among 
the various communities with vested 
interests. 

Elders consistently advise on the value 
of reciprocity: individuals must give back 
to their community. This leads curators to 
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think about the audiences for their exhi
bitions and about what constitutes a com
mwlity. While participants agreed that it is 
extremely important for curators to work at 
the grass-roots level and develop a First 
Peoples audience, they also agreed that 
the focus of each exhibition will neces
sarily vary. Increasingly, curators must 
recognize a multiplicity of communities. 

The network of First Peoples curators 
that currently exists is an important com
ponent within these diverse communi
ties. As the number of people entering 
the profession increases, this network 
will become increasingly complex and 
wide-ranging, moving from local to global. 
It will not only provide vital systems of 
support, it is also critical to the curatorial 
functions of research and professional 
development in the practice as a whole. 

The professional landscape for 
Aboriginal curators in Canada today 
includes opportunities to work on a free
lance basis or within an institutional 
context. While independent curating is 
generally preferred, largely because of 
its freedom from the limitations of 
bureaucratic processes, many First 
Peoples curators today work within insti
tutions. Government departments such 

Canadi n NORTH 
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as Indian Affairs and Northern Develop
ment, national and regional museums 
and art galleri es and cultural centres all 
provide some support for indigenous 
curatorial practices. 

CHALLENGES 
Participants at the forum noted many of 
the challenges associated with the very 
institutions that are responsible for fram
ing public perceptions of First Peoples art 
and curatorial practices. First Peoples 
curators are frequently the only Aboriginal 
people on staff and are rarely involved 

Aboriginal languages 
are action-based rather 

than object-oriented: the art 
or objects then become 
tools for telling stories. 

directly in the major decision -making 
processes of the institution . Their presence 
may help institutions gain knowledge of 
Aboriginal communities, but they are 

seldom allowed to take responsibility 
within the institution or within the cura
torial profession. 

The Aboriginal curators who met in 
February 1997 are optimistic about their 
future in the curatorial profession, given 
the heightened regional, national and 
international attention Aboriginal art 
now receives. But to build mutual respect 
and to share knowledge, institutions 
must help First Peoples artists and cura
tors to realize their goals. This implies 
negotiating the current relationships of 
power between mainstream institutions 
and Aboriginal arts, and effectively 
addressing the need for increased First 
Peoples representation within main
stream institutions. 

Lee-Ann Martin,formerly First Peoples Equity 
Coordinator, First Peoples Secretariat at the 
Canada Council for the Arts, is chief curator at 
the Mackenzie Art Gallery in Regina, 
Saskatchewan. Morgan Wood, formerly 
Curatorial Conference Coordinator, First Peoples 
Secretariat, is Canadian Art curatorial 
assistant at the National Gallery of Canada 
in Ottawa, Ontario. This is an edited version 
of a June 1997 report submitted to the 
Canada Council for the Arts. 

Come and join over 140 Nonhern artists 
and entertainers at the NWf 's Premier arts 

0 
Nott hwe $1 

Temtones 

and cultural event . 

Contact : 
Box 2921 , Inuvik , NWf XOE OTO 
E-mail: greatart@permafrost.com 
Visit our website : www .greatart.nt.ca 
Call: (867) 777-3536 Fax: (867) 777-4445 

Canada 
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CURATOR'S CHOICE 

Davidee Itulu: 
Following a Graphic Impulse 

E 
ngraving on ivory, which 
existed in the pre-conta(t Inuit 
rulture, was re-established on 
Baffin Island in the late 19th 
century as a direct response 

to the demands of a commercial market 
(Driscoll 1983:39). The engravings were 
taken home as souvenirs by whalers, or 
sold to an outside market by the Hudson's 
Bay Company. In Kimmirut (Lake 
Harbour), one of the whaling stations 
on Baffin Island, several artists special
ized in cribbag e boards and engraved 
tusks. Among the most established and 
consistent of these is Davidee Itulu , who 
started in the early 1950s and is still 
making exquisitely crafted, highly 
detailed images on ivory, usually on 
commission . 

Itulu came to my attention because of 
two donations to the Canadian Museum 
of Civilization (CMC) during the last 
year. One was by Jack Greenwald who, 
for a period in the mid- l 960s, would go 
up to Baffin Island for four-day trips 

by Maria von Finckenstein 

during which he met Davide e Itulu. 
Impressed by the precision and delicate 
detail of Itulu ' s imagery, he commis
sioned a series of pieces from him. In 
1996 he donated a walrus tusk, an antler 
and a narwhal tusk, all by Itulu, to the 
CMC. The narwhal tusk was part of a 
set of four which he had originally com
missioned. The other three tusks he sold 
to a Montreal dealer. Their next owner, 
John Hallward, al.so from Montreal, 
donated them to the CMC in 1997. As a 
result of these two generous donations , 
the museum now has a small repres en
tative collection of this artist's work. 

The narwhal tusks are especially rare 
and valuable for research. All four have 
syllabic inscriptions accompanying their 
images whi ch add greatly to our under
standing and appreciation of the legends 
depicted on each . Several images refer 
to Kiviuq's journeys; others tell the story 
of Kajjuagjuk, the mistreated orphan boy. 

Davidee Itulu was born in 1929 in 
Tutjaak, near Cape Dorset. In a recent 
discussion of his work with his daughter, 
Elisapee, Itulu said that the roots of his 
artistic skills, especially his talent for 
drawing animals, date back to childhood 

and his finger-tip renderings on a frozen 
igloo window. His interest in drawing 
was inspired by a Cape Dorset artist who 
showed Itulu his work and encouraged 
him to try it. He started work as a carver 
and engraver around 195 3, at the age of 24. 
The CMC owns a small carving by him 
from around 1953. Although a fine carver 
and an equally skilled boatbuilder, it is 
for his deli cately incised ivory tusks and 
antlers that he is best known. 

Itulu exp lained his technique in an 
interview with Bernadette Driscoll in 
1983. As Driscoll wrote (1983:41): 

With an axe Ittuluk pares down the 
tusk ; he then uses a fine grain file, 
followed by a knife and, finally, 
several grades of sandpaper to smooth 
out the surface of the ivory. The LUsk 
is polished with the heel of the 
carver's hand or sometimes with a 
commercially produced cream abra
sive. Using a pencil, Ittuluk sketches 
out his drawing which he then 
engraves with a homemade cutting 
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tool. He fills in the interior of each 
figure with a rhythmic zigzag line to 
lend texture and sometimes depth to 
the p ictorial image ... In filling in 
the engraved figures, Ittuluk uses 
a 'true ' paint whi ch he obtain ed 
from his father more than twenty 
years ago ... Using a wet cotton 
cloth, Ittu luk wipes the surface of 
the tusk, ensuring that the engraved 
areas are well-inked. 
When asked about his uniqu e zigzag 

incisions, Itulu said that he picked up the 
technique on his own. ltulu prefers this 
learn ing style because it allows him to 
develop new techniques th e way he 
wan ts. Unlik e previous ivory engravers, 
Itulu said that his artistic style was not 
modelled after the artwork of early whalers. 

REFERENCES 

1983 Driscoll, B. Baffin Island. Winnip eg: 
Winnipeg An Gallery. 

1982 Sotheby's Toronto. Eskimo and Indian An and 
Artifacts, Sale 67, November 23 and 24. 

1965 Swinton, G. Eskimo Sculpture/Sculpture 
Esquimaude. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 

1987 Wight, D. Winnipeg Collects. Winnipeg: 
Win nip eg Art Gallery. 

fig . 1: Engraved Walrus Tusk, 1963, 
Davidee ltulu, Kimmirut (light green 
stone , ivory, black ink; 39.5 x 11 .2 x 
13 .3 cm; Canadian Museum of 
Civilization; gift of the Department 
of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, 1989, NA 1086). 
This earlier piece, somewhat hesitant in 
execution, lacks the confidence and elegance 
of ot her pieces. There is less finesse in the 
creation of texture and the movement in the 
figures is wooden and awkward. However, 
the love of detail, seen in the rabbit's whiskers 
and the scowl on the bear's face, point to his 
later, more accomplished work. 

Departm ent of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Develo pment 
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fig. 2 (front, back) : Engraved Caribou 
Antler , c. 1965, Davidee ltulu, Kimminrt 
(ivory , black ink; 32.0 x 8.5 x 6.3 cm; 
Canadian Museum of Civilization; gift 
of Jack Greenwald, Montreal, 1996; 
IV-C-5746; publ ished in Swinton 
1965 :185 and Sotheby's 1982 :15). 
Whenever the background is upright and 
narrow, such as in this piece of a caribou 
ant ler, ltulu prefers to stack up litt le vignettes 
on top of each other. Each scene is given its 
own horizontal line consisting of half-circles 
that may represent ice, snow, pebbles or grass. 
Besides the exquisiteness of detail and line, 
this horizonta l line is one of the hallmarks of 
ltu lu's scrimshaw engravings. 

Departm ent of Indian Affairs and 
Nonh ern Development 
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fig. 3: Kaujjagjuk Bursting out of His 
Clothes (detail), mid-1960s, Dav idee 
ltulu, Kimmirut (ivory and black ink; 
0.7 x 17.0 x 202.0 cm; Canadian 
Museum of Civilization; gift of John 
Hallward, Montreal, 1997; IV-C-5807). 
The description in syllabics reads as follows : 
"Kaujjagjuk was mistreated as a child . His 
clothes are t attered . He is strong . Because of 
his strength he is able to ki ll a bear and toss it 
away." ltulu chooses to depict the moment at 
whic h Kaujjagjuk becomes so strong that his 
clothes tear and hardly cover his body 
anymore . 

Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Developm ent 

fig. 4: Engraved Walrus Tusk (detail), 
1960s, Davidee ltulu, Kimmirut 
(brown-green stone, ivory, ink; 42.0 x 
10.0 x 7.9 cm; Canadian Museum of 
Civilization; gift of Jack Greenwa ld, 
Montreal, 1996; IV-C-5745) . The running 
caribou shows the delicate detail and tonal 
gradat ions ltulu achieves by varying the 
density of his incisions. The artist has moved 
beyond the haphazard zigzag lines of the 
earlier works . Note the lighter antler 
superimposed over the darker in order 
to suggest shadow and depth. 

Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Developm ent 
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fig. 5: Engraved Walrus Tusk, 1960, 
Davidee ltulu (attributed), Kimmirut 
(light green stone, ivory, black ink; 
26.7 x 10.2 x 7.7cm; Toronto-Dominion 
Bank Collection). It appears that ltulu 
very quickly developed his own distinctive 
vocabulary of fi gures and animals, ref lecti ng 
his experiences as hunter and trappe r. 
Although unsigned, this piece is evidence of 
his earlier style when he had not yet perfected 
his technique of modell ing texture. There is 
t he same hatching in zigzag lines in the head 
of the bear and the rabbit as in the bear
hunt ing scenes in f igure 7. The figure of the 
woman is almost ident ical to one on a tusk in 
the Knight collection in Winnipeg (Wight 
1987:24). 

Departm ent of Indian Affairs and 
Nonhern Deve lopm ent 
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fig. 6: Engraved Walrus Tusk, 1960s, 
Davidee ltulu, Kimmirut (brown-green 
stone, ivory, ink; 42.0 x 10.0 x 7.9 cm; 
Canadian Museum of Civilization; 
gift of Jack Greenwald, Montreal, 
1996; IV-C-5745). The detailed description 
of Inuit cloth ing from all angles combined 
with hunt ing and fishing activ ities reminds 
us that this artform originated as a tourist 
souvenir. People who bou ght tusks decorated 
with scrimshaw engravings brought home 
memories from the exotic culture w it h which 
they had been in contact. 

Canadi an Museum of Civiliz ation 

fig. 7: Engraved Walrus Tusk (bear 
hunting scenes), c. 1960, Davidee ltulu, 
Kimm irut (ivory , green stone, black 
ink; 45 x 9 x 8 cm; 5arick Collection 
#2089, Art Gallery of Ontario). 
ltulu has engraved many walr us tusks 
throughout his career. He often varies the 
manner in which he places the tusk , making 
the base an integral part of the overall 
design. Here the tusk is resting on a triangular 
ston e base w hich allows for a horizonta l 
drawing in which different scenarios of the 
bear hunt are depicted. 

Depanmem of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development 

fig. B: Engraved Walrus Tusk, 1964, 
Davidee ltulu, Kimmirut (ivory, green 
stone, black ink; 17 .8 x 49.5 x 11.5 cm; 
Toronto-Dominion Bank Collection). 
The gentle curve of the tusk suggests mot ion 
forward which parallels the movement of the 
dogs pulling the sled. Travellers and dogs are set 
against a mountainous landscape. Each dog has 
different colouring, th e harness is described in 
detail and the mountains show a great variety in 
formation. One wonders whether the hills 
beyond Kimmirut served as a model. 

Department of India n Affairs and 
Non hern Developm em 
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rt and Expression 

AT THE WINNIPEC 

ART GALLERY 

W IN NIPEC, MANITOBA 

DECEMBER 7, 1998 TO 

APRIL 26, 1998 

CURATED BY 

DARLENE COWARD WICHT 

All photography by Ernest Mayer, 
Winnipeg Art Gallery. All captions by 
Darlene Coward Wight from Art and 

Expression of the Netsilik, a guide to 
the exhibition. 

Ayuqhaqtuq (Poor Woman), n.d., 
Maudie Okittuq. Taloyoak (stone; 

13.6 x 6.4 x 9.3 cm; private collection). 
This woman is poor and has no husband to 
hunt for her. She has a hard time getting 

skins to make clothes (communicat ion with 
artist, November 1997). Maudie and her 

brother, Gideon Qauqjuaq lost their mother 
when they were small children. This meant 
they had no one to sew their clothi ng. This 

carving reflects memories of a hard childhood. 
Maudie remembers that she tried to sew as 

she got older but she was not very good at it. 
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Curatorial notes by Darlene Coward Wight 

his exhibition is the culmina
tion of years of interest in the art 
and artists of the Netsilik region 
in the high central Arctic. When 
I began working at Canadian 

Arctic Producers1 in 1981, I was impressed 
by a few intriguing sculptures that had 
been received at the Ottawa warehouse 
over the preceding year from the com
munity of Taloyoak (then Spence Bay). 
These carvings were markedly differ-
ent from work coming out of other 
regions of the Arctic. They were often 
made of whale bone, and eccentri c 
compositions were inspired by the 
natural shapes of the bone. Faces of 
human figures and animals were 

intricately detailed in antler and 
ivory, expressing strong emotions 

such as surprise, fear, horror or 
joy. The subjects were often 
spiritual, depicting shamanic 
transformations, supernatural 
spirits and stories from Netsilik2 

oral traditions. 
The artists' names were sur

prisingly unfamiliar - Judas 
Ullulaq, Maudie Okittuk, Sam 
Nahaulaituq, Charlie Ugyuk, Joe 
Kiloonik, Abe Kingmiaqtuq and 
others. Their work had been 
encouraged and purchased by 
the cooperative manager at 
Taloyoak, Graham Robinson. 
He had sent the work to 
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Canadian Arctic Producers on the under
standing that it would be used in exhi 
bitions in order to promote the artists. 3 I 
beli eved that his enthusiasm was justi
fied and began researching the art and 
artists with academic vigour (having just 
graduated from universit y). 

In October 1982 , Canadian Arctic 
Producers received funding assistance 
from Indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada that allowed me to travel to 
Taloyoak, Gjoa Haven and Pelly Bay. At 
this tim e I intervi ew ed a number of 
artists, encouraging them to continue to 
create carvings for exhibitions. Several 
fine arts dealers wer e interested in their 
work and the first solo ex hibitions, 
accompanied by catalogues, were held 
for Ullulaq (March 1983 at lnnuit 
Gallery of Eskimo Art, Toronto), Maudie 
Okittuq (May 1983 at Images Art 
Gallery, Toronto) and Sam Nahaulaituq 
(April 1983 at Alaska Shop, New York, 
with the assistan ce of the Canadian 
Consulate General). Many other solo 
and group exhibitions have been held by 
dealers across Canada, the United States 
and Germany since 1983. With this com
mercial interest , the work has remained 
strong. 

Over the years, and since coming to 
Winnipeg in 1986, I have continu ed to 
travel to the Netsilik region. In 1992, 
several factors led to my decision to fea
ture the artists' sculpture in an exhibition 
at the Winnipeg Art Gallery (WAG). 
There was sufficient artistic "histor y" to 
organize a retrospective study of the art 
from its various beginnings in the three 
Netsilik communities. The exhibition 
could examine carvings mad e by 
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etsilik 
Taloyoak artists in the 1960s in response 
to government initiatives, as well as pay 
tribut e to the talented carvers whose 
work has matured since then. A major 
exhibition featuring the art of Netsilik 
artist Karoo Ashevak 4 had been orga
nized at the WAG in 1977 by my prede
cessor, Jean Blodgett. A culturally based 
show would put Karoo's art into a 
broader artistic context. It would be pos
sible to see sculpture that influenced him, 
and work that was influenced by him. 

Since the most important artists from 
Gjoa Haven and Pelly Bay are also 
Netsilik, I decided to include those as 
well, in order to show influen ces and 
divergences. In Pelly Bay, carving for 
southern markets began with the cre
ation of ivory miniatures, encouraged by 
Roman Catholic missionaries. Nick 
Sikkuark came out of that tradition, but 
his work has changed dramatically over 
the years. His work has had a marked 
influence on artists in Pelly Bay and in 
Gjoa Haven. Judas Ullulaq is another of 
the influential artists of the region, and it 
is fascinating to see how aspects of his 
style have "mutated" in the work of others. 

With the help of the Museums 
Assistance Program grant for research, I 
was again able to travel north to receive 
help from people in the three communi
ties . This was an opportunity to docu
ment valuable cultural information. I was 

Skull with Animals, 1990, Emily llluitok, 
Pelly Bay (bone, ivory, sinew, antler, black 
inlay, black paint; 16.8 x 7.1 x 
7.8 cm; collection of Gerald William 
Hykawy) . 
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Faces from the Past, 1995, Joseph 
Suqslak, Gjoa Haven (stone, ivory, 

metal, slate; 27.5 x 15.7 x 12.2 cm; pri
vate collection). These are the faces of 
some of the old people in my family who 

used to be alive. 

Amayuqruq (Female Child Stealer), 
1995, Uriash Pukiqnak, Gjoa Haven 

(stone, antler, black inlay; 34.4 x 53.0 
x 25.5 cm; collection of Kitty Lau). 

In recent years the art ist has been interested 
in depicting traditional stories which are part 
of the Netsilik culture. If children strayed too 

close to the floe-edge they ran the risk of 
being abducted by this female spirit who 
would put the children in her amauti and 

take them away to be eaten. 

assisted by Louise Anaija in Taloyoak, 
Joseph Suqslak and Tommy Angutitauruq 
in Gjoa Haven and Theresa Sikkuark in 
Pelly Bay. They were expert interpreters, 
and later conducted interviews in my 
absence. The artists helped greatly by 
telling me of special sculptures they had 
created and wanted me to track down. 
Back in the South, I contacted and visited 
dealers and collectors in my search for 
pieces to borrow. 

The resulting exhibition contains 165 
sculptures, 114 borrowed from 25 public 
and private collections. While giving an 
overview of the main stylistic develop
ments that have taken place since the 
1960s, the exhibition also presents the 
work of the mos t important artists in 
some depth: Eli Inukpaluk, Sakkiassee 
Anaija, Tommy Ashevak, Abe Kingmiaq
tuq, Karoo Ashevak, Augustin Anaittuq, 
Emily Illuitok, Nick Sikkuark, Sam 
Nahaulaituq, Gideon Qauqjuaq, Maudie 
Okiuuq, Joata Suqslak, Joseph Suqslak, 
Uriash Pukiqnak, Nelson Takkiruq, 
Judas Ullulaq and Charlie Ugyuk. 

Artists and elders have been most gen
erous with their knowledge, helping me 
to gain cultural insights that have broad-

ened my understanding of the art. The 
"universa l" stories they have told con
tain elements that are unique to their 
own culture. Some stories were com
pletely new to me. First-hand accounts of 
shamanic activities and practices that I 
have gathered will give new insights 
into the richness of Netsilik culture .5 I 
have been privileged to receive the help 
and trust of many people while working 
on this exhibition, and I hope that it 
will be a testament to the creativity of the 
artists represented. 

NOTES 

I Canadian Arctic Producers was the wholesale 
marketing agency for cooperative s in the 
Northwest Territories. fl is now the marketing 
division of Arctic Co-operatives Ltd. 

2 Inuit from the Netsilik region call themselve s 
Netsilingmiut, or "people of the seal." 

3 Robinson had left Taloyoak for a new job in 
the cooperative system in Guyana by the summ er 
of 1982. 

4 Karoo Ashevak is known as Ashevak Karruq 
in Taloyoak. 

5 The Winnipe g Art Gallery in currently pur
suing funding that will allow part of the exhi
bition to tra vel to the communities of origin. A 
catalogue is being prepared that will make the 
research available in book form. 
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Review of 
Art and 

Expression of 
the N etsilik 

by Dorothy Speak 

he art of the Netsilik region - the 
coastal communities of Taloyoak 
(formerly Spence Bay), Gjoa 
Haven and Pelly Bay in the high 
central Arctic - has he ld a spe

cial appeal for curator Darl ene Wight 
since she began to work with Inuit art in 
1982. Many trips over the years have 
acquaint ed Wight with the people , cul
ture and social history of this remote dis
tri ct, whose geography has protected 
it from the extr emes of acculturation 
experien ced by more accessible north ern 
settlements. 

Art and Expression of the Netsilik, an exhi
bition of 165 sculptures, one-third of them 
drawn from the collections of the Winnipeg 
Art Gallery (WAG), is the large st single 
gathering to da te of works from thi s 
region. As artisti c centres, these commu
nities are young. Gjoa Haven, for instance, 
did not begin producing work until 
1971, more than 20 years after carving for 
a southern market was introduced in 
Nunavik (North ern Qu ebe c). But the 
range and maturity of expr ession and 
the mastery of materials and technique 
her e are impres sive. 

Wight has gathered together the works 
of 30 artists - a dangerously large number, 
were the exhibition not loosely united by 

fig. 1: Spirit, 1974, Karoo Ashevak, 
Taloyoak (whale bone; 63.0 X 30.8 X 

11.5 cm; collection of Dr. Harry Winrob). 
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pervasive shamanic themes and the almost 
universal use of diverse organic materials. 
This, more than anything else, makes 
the display richly rewarding. 

Five works by the Taloyoak master 
Karoo Ashevak (fig. 1) stand at the centre 
of the exhibition, not only because he 
is the most famous of all Netsilik artists, 
but because his brief but sensational 
international success just before his death 
in a house fire in 1974 has made him 
much imitated. Typical of Karoo's work, 
of course, are shamanic and transforma
tional themes, exclusive use of whale bone 
as a material and the high energy and 
expressive faces of his figures, the ripple 
effect of which can be seen in work as far 
away as Gjoa Haven. The physical vital
ity of Karoo's subjects and their emo
tional intensity- expressed in deeply lined 
cheeks, facial distortions, gaping mouths, 
protruding teeth, hollowed -out nostrils -
have become fundamental to the aesthetic 
concepts of beauty and power in the art 
of the Netsilik. What none of Karoo's disci
ples seem to have captured, however, is 
the spiritual depth of his works or his 
leanings towards abstr action. 

Karoo Ashevak's name leaps to mind 
when one thinks of Taloyoak , and 
indeed, in this exhibition , no other artist 
from that community approaches his tal
ent or vision. One possible exception is 
Abraham Kingmiaqtuk, who himself had 
an influence on Karoo. Early pieces such 

fig . 2: Human and Bird 
Spirit, c. 1967, Abraham 
Kingmiaqtuq, Taloyoak 

(whale bone, muskox 
horn; 41 .2 x 35.2 x 13.2 

cm; Inuit Cultural 
Institute collection). 

as his 1967 work Human and Bird Spirit 
(fig. 2), carved from dense specimens of 
whale bone that carry the warmth and 
weight of stone, display a solidity and a 
classicism that we can see reflected in 
Karna's work. 

Most impressive among the Pelly Bay 
artists and, with 19 works, certainly the 
best represented is Nick Sikkuark. His 
small and medium-scale pieces employ 
whale bone , antler and other natural 
materials in complex, sometimes whim
sical, sometimes horrific compositions, the 
latter exploiting suggestions of skeletons, 

fig. 3: Shaman, 1990, Nick Sikkuark, 
Pelly Bay (bone, antler, fu r, sinew, 

ivory, black inlay; 62 .0 x 33.5 x 31 .5 cm; 
Winnipeg Art Gallery collection; gift 

of Tradition Fine Foods Ltd.) . 

exposed organs and decay inherent in 
the whale bone itself. Sikkuark cleverly 
emp loys contrasting surface qualities for 
realistic effects - friable whale bone, for 
instance, for fur clothing, smooth antler 
for short-haired boots or human flesh 
(fig. 3). Sikkuark was the first to include 
animal hair in his compositions to 
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fig. 4: Happy Hunter with Geese, 
c. 1988, Judas Ullulaq, Gjoa Haven 

(stone, muskox horn, ant ler; 76.5 x 
60.0 x 35.1 cm; collection of 
Tradition Fine Foods Ltd.) . 

fig. 5: Demon with Trident, 
1996, Charlie Ugyuk, 

Taloyoak (stone, antler, 
muskox horn; 37.4 x 33.2 x 

45.0 cm; collection of 
Robert Kardosh). 

enhance realism, a prac ti ce quickly 
adopted by some of his colleagues. 

The unquestionable stars of the exhi
bition are the brothers Judas Ullulaq and 
Charlie Ugyuk, who have lived in both 
Taloyoak and Gjoa Haven. They stand 
out not only because 21 works by Ullulaq 
and 16 by Ugyuk constitute nearly one
fifth of the show, but because of the size 
and power of their works. 

The Ullulaq group provides a good 
ove rvi ew of this remarkable artist's 
development, from the quiet, compact, 
medium -scale works of the early 1980s 
to later extroverted, virtuoso pieces such 
as Happy Hunter with Geese (fig. 4). There 
are many fine works here, almost all of 
them carefully inlaid with Ullulaq's 
trademark ivory eyes and teeth . Least 
successful are the pieces in whale bone, 
which does not seem to be a dense enough 

medium to allow his exceptional talent 
with strong volumes to shine forth. 

Ullulaq began his carving career as a 
student of his older brothe r and one look 
at Charlie Ugyuk's work shows us the 
origins of Ullulaq's powerful forms and 
intense feeling. But while Ullulaq's sub 
jects often brim with humour and joie de 
vivre, Ugyuk's resonate with pathos or 
evil. A follower of a violent and unortho
dox lifestyle, Ugyuk is a comp lex artist 
whose work ranges from sinister auto 
biographical pieces such as Demon with 
Trident (fig. 5), to the deeply compassionate 
Blind Woman with Knife and Cane (.fig. 6). 
Certainly the range of his subject matter 
makes him the most fascinating and 
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perplexing artist in this exhibition. Four 
demon subjects are included here, all of 
them highly convincing, richly polished, 
horrific in detail. Wight speculates that 
their iconography draws upon Christian 
depictions of the devil, to which Ugyuk 
would have been exposed as a child, 
and that they are both ironic and self
referential in content. Perhaps influenced 
by the hollow mouths and nostrils, the 
distortions of Karoo Ashevak's work, 
Ugyuk carries these qualities to grotesque 
and sinister extremes. 

Unfortunately, this important assem
blage of works from three communities 
that are still deeply inspired by legend 
and the practices of shamanism is under
mined by a number of factors. Effective 
presentation of an exhibition of this size 
requires a strong, directive installation, 
which is lacking here. The showcases 
drift in a large, sterile , undefined space 
whose grey walls do not enhance the 
materials or welcome the visitor. Viewing 
it, as I did, without the use of the guide 
book leaves one overwhelmed by the 
sheer numb er of artists and variety of 
works. Grouping of pieces is inconsis
tent, sometimes governed by chronology 
or medium, sometimes by artist and com
munity. The greatest square footage is 
given over to a majority of small and 
mediwn-scale works, while the dynami c 
larger pieces by Ullulaq, Ugyuk and their 
followers are inexplicably squeezed into a 
separate confining space where they have 
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little room to "breathe." Too many artists 
are represented by only one or two pieces, 
while others have up to 20 works in the 
show, resulting in a marked imbalance . 
Wight might have done well to consider 
that less is sometimes more, or to eliminate 
minor artists or those whose small-scale 
works cannot hold their own against 
the power of Ugyuk's or Ullulaq's, 
for instance. 

The range and maturity 
of expression and the 

mastery of materials and 
technique are impressive. 

All of this might have been manage
able with a strong curatorial thesis, if 
we knew what that thesis was. Wight 
is a highly skilled curator presently 
doing some of the most important work 
with Inuit art in this country and fol
lowing in the tradition of fine shows set 
at the WAG by Jean Blodgett. A dedi
cated rese archer, Wight has given us 
exhibitions such as The Jan Lindsay 
Collection of Art, and the recent Between 
Two Worlds: Sculpture by David Ruben 
Piqtoukun. But, because of time constraints 

fig. 6: Blind Woman with Knife and 
Cane, 1985, Charlie Ugyuk , Taloyoak 
(stone, antler; 45.5 x 48 .8 x 25.0 cm; 
collection of Tradition Fine Foods, Ltd.). 

and uncertain funding, Wight was 
unable to write the catalogue to coin
cide with the opening of the exhibition, 
or to prepare supportive materials in the 
form of panels, commentaries and inter
pretations that would have made the 
exhibition both meaningful and richly 
rewarding for the visitor. It is unfortunate 
that exhibitions, once placed on an insti
tution's agenda , must go forward when 
preparation is inadequat e. As a result, a 
wonderful opportunity to educate the 
public about these talented artists and 
their cultural milieu was missed. This 
is a shame given the meagre resources 
of museums and the finite energie s of 
curators. Wight has, however, secured 
the financial resources to produce a 
catalogue of the exhibition. Its publica
tion is eagerly awaited. 
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The N etsilil{ 
Communities 

Excerpts from 
the exhibition 

guide bool{ 
by Darlene Coward Wight 

TALOYOAK 
Taloyaok is located on the west side 

of the Boothia Peninsula. The Hudson's 
Bay Company fow1ded a post there in 
1949 and called it Spence Bay. A school 
and nursing station gradually drew peo
ple from the camps along the peninsula, 
so that by 1974 more than 400 people 
were living in the community. A carving 
program was set up by the Department of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
in the early 1960s. Area Administrator 
Bruce Myers arranged to have whale bone 
brought in from th e Fort Ross area. In 
1969 DIAND bought 29 carvings that now 
reside in the Inuit Cultural Institute col
lection. In 1971 the Paleajook Co-operative 
was formed. By the early 1970s a number 
of Taloyoak carvers , such as Anaija, 
Tommy Ashevak, Stephen Alookee, Judas 
Ullulaq and Maudie Okittuq, were well 
known. Foremost among the carvers was 
Karoo Ashevak, whose work received 
international recognition . The death of 
Karoo Ashevak in 1974 damp ened dealer 
and collector int erest in other Taloyoak 

carvers. Co-op manager Graham Robinson 
helped revive interest in the early 1980s 
by o.rganizing a series of solo and group 
exhibitions in conjunction with the Fine 
Arts Department of Canadian Arctic 
Producers. From the shows emerged bold 
and original works from artists such as 
Joe Kiloonik and Sam Nahaulaitud, which 
hav e help ed renew public interest in 
Taloyoak carving to this day. 

Shaman Giving Birth, c. 1980, Maudie 
Okittuq. Taloyoak (stone; 19.4 x 12.0 x 
11.4 cm; collection of the Art Gallery 
of Ontario; gift of Samuel and Esther 
Sarik, Toronto, 1996). This fema le 
shaman has just g iven birth. She is alone 
and has undergone a supernatural birth 
(commun ication wit h art ist, November 1997). 
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(iJOA HAVEN 
Gjoa Haven is located on the south

east shore of King William Island. It is 
nam ed after th e Gjoa, the ship of 
explorer Roald Amundsen and the first 
vessel to navigate the Northwest 
Passage. In 1904 and 1905 Amundsen 
and his crew wintered on the site. The 
Hudson's Bay Company established a 
post there in 1927. Between 1927 and 
1938 the Cana laska Trading Company 
operated a post nearby. In the 1960s, the 
community became a year-round home 
for the Inuit when houses were built by 
the federal government. 

The Kekertak Co-operative was incor
porated in 196 7 as a domestic fishery, 
followed by the establishment of a carv
in g project by the Government of the 
Northwest Territories in 1971. Manage
ment of the crafts and sculpture pro
gram was eventually assumed by the 
Kekertak Co -op in 1982. Since the 
establishment of the carving project, a 
number of Gjoa Haven artists have pro
duced innovative stone and bone works 
which have received world-wide 
acclaim. The carvings of Joseph Suqslak, 
Gideon Qauqjuaq, Joe Makkituq and 
others are marked by a shared interest in 
facial exp ress ion , dynamic movement 
and shamanic subject matter. 
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PELLY BAY 
Pelly Bay is located on the west side of 

the Simpson Peninsula near the mouth of 
the Kugaardjuk River. The community is 
named after a 19th-century governor of 
the Hudson's Bay Company, and is known 
as Arviliqjuaq in Inuktitut. In 1935, 
Oblate missionary Father Henri Tardy was 
the first non-Inuit to live in the commu
nity. Tardy established the community's 
first church, which now serves as a local 
museum. Tardy's successor, Father Franz 
Van de Velde, encouraged the Inuit to 
produce ivory carvings for the southern 
market. With limited mail service, how
ever, selling sculpture was difficult. The 
establishment of the Koomiut Co-operative 
Association in 1966 helped spread the 
word about Pelly Bay artists. The work of 
Nick Sikkuark, for instance, has had a 
significant influence on carvers in the 
Netsilik region. His unique use of bone, 
antler, fur and muskox hair are comple
mented by the work of artists such as 
Augustin Anaittuq and his wife, Sabina. 

Woman Buried in the 
Snow, 1996, Nick 
Sikkuark, Pelly Bay 
(ivory, antler, whale 
bone, muskox hair; 8.0 
x 5.2 x 10.1 cm; collec
tion of the Upstairs 
Gallery). This woman 
got lost on the tundra 
and is becoming covered 
with snow. 

Two Wrestlers, c.1988, Judas Ullulaq, 
Gjoa Haven (whale bone, ivory, stone; 
73.0 x 25.0 x 37.2 cm; collection of Fine 
Foods, Ltd.). The two wrestlers are shamans 
and the third face is the spirit helper, or 
torngat, of one of them. The shamans are 
having a wrestling contest to see which is 
the strongest. 
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CAMlI< 
Canadian 
Arctic 
Multimedia 
information 
Kit A great way to 

learn about the Arctic 
This compact multimedia package 

includes two VHS videos, audio cassette, 

40 co lour slides, photo CD, maps and 

i llustrated text on everything from arts 

and cu lture to clothing and poli t ics. 

To order call 
(613) 224-8189, 

(613) 224-2907 (fax) 
or e-mail us at 

www.inuitart.org 

Inuit Art Foundation 
2081 Merivale Rd. 

Nepean, Ontario 
K2G 1G9 

$295. 

;\ 
• 
• 
• 
• 

~Q_ °LJ<3<i6'b Inuit Artists' 
s H 0 p 

16 Clarence Street in the 2081 Merivale Road 
Byward Market, Ottawa, Ontario {Country Place), Nepean, Ontario 

(613) 241-9444 (613) 224-8189 
Browse our web site at www.inuitart.org 
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DRAW• 
Only 500 ticl<:ets will be sold! 
Tickets are $25 each for a chance to win one of three prizes. 
All proceeds go to the programs of the Inuit Artists' 
College. The draw: October 3, 1998 at the Inuit Artist's 
Shop, 16 Clarence St., Ottawa. 

Winners will be notified by phone and will be annou nced 
in the Winter 1998 issue of Inuit Art Quarterly. Prizes will be 
available for pick-up after the draw. (Winners are responsi
ble for packing and shipping costs.) 

Second prize 

First prize: Growing up Owls, Mattiuisi lyaituk, 1997 {Serpentine and 

orange alabaster, 12"x18"x7") value $1,200 

Second prize: Evening Game, Elsie Klengenberg, 1997 (Stencil, blue, 

brown, burgundy, grey & black, 15"x22") value $300 

Third prize: Gift basket of Inuit products: smoked char, original Inuit 

carving, gift cards, Kunnuk doll from Holman Island, value $100 

First prize 

Third prize May ,iot be exactly as shown 

Please fill out the form below or the inserted card and return with your payment (VISA, MasterCard or cheque) to Inuit Art.flo,mJation, 2081 Meri vale Road, Nepean, Ontario, Canada K2G I G9. 
Not open !O stafT or directors of the Inuit Art Fo11noatio11 or their relatives. Ottawa Licence number M42 5305. 

Na m e: ____________________ _____ _ _ 

Address : _ ____ __________ ___ __ ___ __ _ 

Phone number: _ _ ___ ___ _____ __________ _ 

D VIS NMasterCard number: ____ _ _ _ ___ Expi ry date: ____ _ 

D Ch eq ue enclo sed Signature: _____ _ ____ _ _ ___ _ 

City of Ottawa Licence #M425305 

INUIT ART FOUNDATION 

2081 Merivale Road, Nepean, Ontario K2G 1G9 
(613) 224-8189 
Pri ce: $25 
Draw will be held on October 3, 1998 at 
the Inuit Artist 's Shop, 16 Clarence St., Ottaw a 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Fax: (613) 224-29 07 Only 500 ticket s prin ted 
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What is six times the size of Texas 

and receives the same amount of 

precipitation as the Sahara Desert? 

The 
Canadian Arctic! 

Introducing ... 

CAMlI< 
Canadian 
Arctic 
Multimedia 
lnformation 
l(it 

This multimedia package includes 

two VHS videos , audio cassette, 

40 colour slides, photo CD, maps 

and illustrated text on subjects 

ranging from arts and culture 

to clothing and politics. 

Only $295 

For more information or to 

order CAMIK contact the Inuit 

Art Foundation at (613) 224-8189, 

(613) 224-2907 (fax) or e-mail 

us at www .inuitart .org . 

T HE F INEST INUIT 

SCU LPTURE AND GRAPH ICS 

KIAWAK ASHOON A, STONE , 1997, 29 X 17 X 9.5" 

Con tact us for informa tion about 

old treasures from private collections 

and drama tic cont empora ry wor ks. 

Fehelex FmeArts 
14 H azel ton Avenue, Toron to, On t ario MSR 2E2 
(416) 323-1373 • Fax: (416) 323-0121 • feheley@istar.ca 
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CURATORIAL NOTES 

Gerinaine 
Arnal<tauyol< 

Curatorial notes by Darlene Coward Wight 

AT THE WINNIPEG 

ART GALLERY 

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 

FEBRUARY 1 TO 

SEPTEMBER 6, 1998 

CURATED BY 

DARLENE COWARD WIGHT 

All photography by the 

Winnipeg Art Gallery 

Takannaa/uk, 1994, Germaine 
Arnaktauyok , lgloolik 

(black ink; 59 x 37 cm). 
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Germaine Arnaktauyok has been 
drawing since child hood . She is 
one of the few Inuit artists who 
has had formal art training. She is 

well known in the North for her many 
illustrations in books written in Inuktitut 
and English. Important commissions for 
drawings have been received from com
panies, organizations and governments 
and her work has been shown in group 
and sales exhibitions. This is her first exhi
bition in a public art gallery. 

The exhibition features 52 drawings 
and prints dating from 1970 to 1997, but 
it concentrates on her work of the last few 
years. The 1990s have been a creative 
time for Arnaktauyok. Her drawings 
have achieved a new technicaJ and con
ceptual maturity that goes beyond the 
narrative and technical skills needed for 
illustration, and she is translati n g th ese 
drawings into prints. 

Her earlier work is represented by a 
solid black ink drawing, Woman, drawn 
around 1970 when she was working at 
the Frobish er Bay Arts and Crafts Centre. 
Pen-and-ink drawings from the 1970s 
have freer lines and lively action, a style 
she has been usin g to illustrate children 's 
books over the years. 

Such two-dimensional silho uette and 
line drawings have been replaced in 
recent years by meticulous works built 
up through tone and colour inst ead of 
line. Arnaktauyok's unique drawin gs 
are created from a network of fine, coiled 
lines that she calls her "squiggles." The 
resulting texture can sometimes make a 

drawing look like an engraving, although 
this technique has developed over the 
years and was not influenced by prints. 
However, it is fitting that she has learned 
to translate her or iginal work into the 
medium of etching, which creates the 
tonal effects that are now integral to her 
art. Apart from one lithograph, Mother and 
Child, made on a training trip to Cape 
Dorset in 1992, her p rints are mainly 
copper-plate etchings and aquatints, 
made in Iqaluit, and most recently in 
Calgary with Mary Jo Majors. Nine steel
plate etchings were proofed in 1993 in 
Montreal, in Paul Machnik's Studio PM. 

The artist has always had an interest in 
the traditional myths and stories of her 
Iglumiut culture and is now incorporating 
them in her work. She is particularly 
interested in female entit ies and concerns: 
the sea goddess Sedna, creation and 
birth, which are all expressed in very 
personal ways that humanize the subjects. 

ln November 1997, Arnaktauyok trav
elled to Winnipeg from Yellowknife to 
assist with the preparation of this exhi
bition . She generously gave several hours 
of interviews, which offer insights into 
her work, as well as her life. 
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Excerpts from 
Germaine 

Arnaktauyok's 
autobiography 
Compiled from interviews conducted 

by Darlene Coward Wight 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

November 9-10, 1997 

Sedna - Ruler of All 
Sea Animals, 1994, 

Germaine Arnaktauyok, 
lgloolik (etching, 1/4; 

36.0 x 40.S cm). 

was born in a camp on the main
land near Igloolik ... The area 
where my family lived was good 
for sealing, and there were caribou 
herds that migrated through the 

region ... It wasn't until years later, in the 
mid-l 960s, that my parents moved to 
Igloolik. They were getting older and I 
think they had to be closer to a nursing 
station and other services. That was 
when I was going to school. I had a nor
mal childhood. There were about eight of 
us, so there were other kids to play with. 
I was the oldest girl, with two older 
brothers ... My mother told me ... that 
when she was a young girl, she used to 
help a blind woman. She would take 
her places she wanted to go. The blind 
woman told my mother that if she ever 

had a daughter and named a child after 
her, she would have very good eyes. So I 
was named after her because I was the 
first girl to be born to my parents. I have 
wondered why she said that, because I 
have terrible eyesight. But when I think 
about it, maybe she meant that I have 
better inner eyes - visua l insight, that I 
use in my artwork. 

When I was a child, it seemed natural 
for me to make art. I can remember 
drawing on gum wrappers and any bits 
and pieces of paper I could find. My 
father would travel to Igloolik for sup
plies, and I remember that I told him I 
wanted colours. He mentioned this to 
the priest, who once sent me red, green, 
blue and yellow crayons. I never ques
tioned being an artist. I gue ss I was 
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lucky. It seemed I knew exactly what 
I wanted to be, and then I just worked 
at it ... 

I was baptized as a Catholic when I 
was a bab y ... My father would go to 
the mission and visit every time he went 
to Igloolik. It was a necessary duty in 
your life to go to the mission and talk to 
your priest and have confession and com
munion ... At the age of nine I was sent 
to a Catholic residential sc hool in 
Chesterfield Inlet. I was there for seven 
years and only saw my parents during 
school break in the summer. In those 
lonely years, I met a nun who was a tal
ent ed painter. She gave lessons to me 
and four other girls on Saturdays . We 
were able to draw while listening to 
music, and I enjoyed that little freedom 
from the hostel. I sold my first artwork, 
an oil painting, when I was eleven ... In 
1967 I went to Winnipeg and took art 
courses on the weekend. The next year I 
took a full cours e in fine arts at the 
University of Manitoba. In 1969 I moved 
to Ott awa and took comme rcial art at 
the Pembroke Campus of Algonquin 
College. I soon decided that was not for 
me, but while in Ottawa I worked for 
the Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs illustratin g school books. 

Late in 1969 I moved North to Iqaluit 
(then Frobisher Bay) and worked in the 
Frobisher Bay Arts and Crafts Centre for 
five years ... While I was working there, 
I was offered the chance to take a crafts 
course at Algonquin College in 
Pembroke again. It was a year-long 
course, and I liv ed on Golden Lake 
Reservation for that time. There were 
only two Inuit taking the course. The 
others were Native people from the 
South, so we took moosehide tufting, 
sewi ng using the traditional porcupine 
quill, ceramics, dyeing and designing 
clothes - all kinds of different things 
in a year ... 

I got a job in Yellowknife ... For five 
years, from 1971-76, I worked on 

InuitArt 
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different illustration projects for the 
Government of the Northwest Territories' 
Department of Education. In 1976 I got 
married and had my daughter, Amber. 
My husband and I moved to Langley , 
B.C. For the next 10 years, art was not 
a large part of my life ... My marriage 
didn't work, so I went back to Yellow
knife by myself in I 989 and began mak
ing art again. Tom and Helen Webster 
opened a gallery in 1991 and began buy
ing drawings from me. I decided I 
wanted to study printmaking, so in 
September 1992 I went back to Iqaluit 
and studied with Kyra Fischer at Arctic 
College until April 1993. As part of that 
course, I spent a month in Montreal and 
did several steel engravings with Paul 
Machnik at Studio PM. These were the 
two Sedna pieces, Drummer, The Woman 
Who Became a Narwhal, Tunniq, Arsait 
and two little prints of an igloo and a 
sealskin tent ... 

I have made a number of etchings in 
Calgary using copper plates, which are 
soft. With copper, you do lines on your 
plate and put it in the acid. You can leave 
it in for 30 minutes, an hour or overnight, 
depending on how deep you want the 
acid to bite. You can work a few plates at 
the same time. You are constantly doing 
someth ing . If the acid bites the plate too 
deeply, you have to try to work it out. 
You look at it, you do a print, and look at 
that, and decide if it needs to be darker. 

Exasperated Loon and Impatient 
Raven, 1997, Germaine Arnaktauyok, 
lgloo lik (etching, 1/50; 80.3 x 72.2 cm). 

You put the stop-out on , put it in acid, 
take it out for so many minutes, print it 
again, look at it again, and you just keep 
doing it until you get what you want. 
The process of printing takes a couple 
of weeks. You could take a month to do 
one print ... The difference between cop
per and steel plates is that steel plates are 
very clear with finer lines. When you 
are constantly putting a lot of pounds of 
pressure on a plate, it gradua lly starts 
getting fuzzy because you are flattening 
the plate. You can make larger editions 
on steel plates because it takes a longer 
time to flatten the plate. But you have to 
work with very dangerous chemicals . 
You are involved in the copper-plate 
process. You have every thing that you 
need right there ... 

Now that I live alone, there are fewer 
distractions. I think it is necessary for 
an artist to be alone at least part of th e 
time in order to concentrate . ..-

Excerpted f rom Germaine Arnaktauyok , 
catalogue for the exhibition, with the permission 
of the Winnipeg Art Gallery. 
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Be part of the equation 
Patrons (S 1,000 or more) 

• acknowlcdgemcm in four issues of IAQ 

• im1mtions to Inuit Art Foundation cvt'ntS 

• invitations ro a lunr lVrcception with artists during 
Inuit Art Foundation workshoris 
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A $2,000 grant from the Inuit Art 
Foundation was used to purchase axes, 
files, sandpaper, goggles, masks and stone 
for a beginners' carving class in Cape 
Dorset in the summer of 1997. Instructor 
Okpik Pitseolak (pictured here) volunteered 
five weeks of her time to lead the work 
shop, which was attended by nearly a 
dozen people ranging in age from 13 to 
the mid-fifties . "Some students," she said, 
"were afraid to try carving but the course 
helped them move beyond their expecta
tions." The tools will be used in a similar 
workshop in the summer of 1998. 
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ESKIMO ARTISTS 

(Fieldwork in Alaska.June 1936 until April 1937} 

by Hans Himmelheber 

The author - a medical doctor, ethnologis t and 
art hist or ian-descr ib es in this work the 
cultural and artistic heritage of the Yup'ik in 
southwestern Alaska during the late l 930s. Hi s 

-- Esk.imo Artists 

~ 
~ ---.. ---

work was remarkable in that he emphasized drawing, carving, and 
painting as part of a narrative process instead of focusing on Yup'ik art 
as artifacts. Rich in example s attributed to named orator s, th is volume 

includes family histories, daily and ceremonial activities, and the people's 

opinions about arti stic expression . 

paper, ISBN 0-9 12006-69-2, $.15.00 

ALASKAN ESKIMO LIFE IN THE 1890s 
As Sketched by Native Ar tists 

by George Phebus,jr. 

This collection of drawing s provides a vivid and 

accurate pictorial record of Alaskan Eskimo life 

at the turn of the century. The auth or includes 

historical and geographical data for each sketch. 
paper, I SBN 0-912006-79 -X, $18.95 

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA PRESS 
P.O. Box 756240-UAF • Fairbanks, AK 99775-6240 

Toll free in U.S.: 1-888-252-6657 • 907-474 -5831 • foe 907-474-5502 
s .i.00 P&H, VlSt\ &.1\rlastcrCard-:tcctpted 

FREE CATALOG OF PUBLICATIONS UPON REQUEST! 

Native Art Gallery 

LeVJ· Qumaluk , Povungnituk 
''Family Hunting " 

I 

Specializing in Inuit , Iroquoi s & Northwest Coast Work s 

293 Lakeshore Road East, Oakvill e, Ont. L6J 1J3 
Tel: 905-845-5577 Toll Free : 1-800-776-1601 

"Young Fami ly ", Baker Lake 1998 
A 2582 • Grey-green Steatite 

Mary Yussipik Singaqti 
(14" X 8" X 7") 

celebrating 
fifty years of 

contemporary 
lnu it art ... 

June 13: Qaunaq Mikigak & Napatchie Pootoogook 
June 19 - July 15: Pangnirtung Prints & Tapestries 

July 17 - August 05: From Private Collections 
August 07 - September 02: Arctic Jewellery 

InuitArt 
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browse our gallery virtually, anytime ... 

www.houston ~north ~galle ry.ns.ca 
110 Montague Street, Box 1055, Lu ne nbur g, Nov a Scotia Canad a B0J 2C0 
902-634 -8869 fax: 902 -634-8332 email: inui t@hou s1on -nort h -ga l1ery.ns.ca 
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DANCING BEAR GALLERY@ 

!J 
412 31st Street 

Newport Beach, California 92663 
Tel: (714) 723-1922 
Fax: (714) 723-4882 

www.dancingbeargallery.com 

Exclusively Inuit/Eskimo Fine Art 
Representing the finest Canadian and 

Alaskan Native artists 

"Shaman with Bird Spirit", fossil whalebo ne1 ivory & boleen 
anonymous , Shishmaref, Alaska 

Visit our new expanded gallery when you are in 
Southern California. We are located in Orange 

County, convenient to Los Angeles and San Diego. 

'D J Sensations 
"Iqaluit's Exclusive Gift Shop"! 

Discover the "Spirit of Nunavut"! 
Exquisite hand-made Inuit jewelry 

and Soapstone Carvings from 
Canada's Eastern Arctic. 

VISA • MASTERCARD • INTERAC SERVICE 

CORPORATE DISCOUNTS 
MAIL ORDERS • WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS 

Astro Hill Mall• Box 1060 • Iqaluit, Nunavut• XOA OHO 
Claire Kennedy, President 

Canada-wide toll free: 1-888-979-0650 
Phone: (819) 979-0650 Fax: (819) 979-0045 

email: dj@nunanet.com 

~ NATIONAL ABORIGINAL 
~ ACHIEVEMENT FOUNDATION 

is accepting applications from First Nations, Metis 

and Inuit persons for arts training through its 

EDUCATION AND 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM; 

for assistance to arts or cultural events 
involving youth, through its 

INCENTIVE AND AWARENESS PROGRAM; 

and for support to emerging professional artists, 
through its 

VISUAL ART ACQUISITION PROGRAM. 

For applications or information, please contact 

Director of Education 
National Aboriginal Achievement Foundation 

70 Yorkville Avenue, Suite 33A 

Toronto, Ontario M5R 1 B9 

Tel: (416) 926-0775 Fax: (416) 926 -7554 

Toll free: 1-800-329-9780 

E-mail: naaf@istar.ca Website: naaf.ca 

Application deadlines are firm: March 31 and September 30 

CONTEMPORARY INUIT AND NORTHWEST COAST FINE ART 

IN TORONTO: 416- 922-3448 

800-435-1046 

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 

ART SPACE 
G A L L E R y 

• COLLECTIONS CONSULTANT 

• EXHIBITIONS 

• MUSEUM EDUCATION 

• ART TOURS 

PRESENTING A NATIVE PERSPECTIVE THROUGH THE ARTS 
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THE GREAT 
NORTHERN 
~IR-rS 
FESTIVAL IS 
10 YEARS OLD 

This year marks the 10th anniversary of 
the Great Northern Arts Festival in 
lnuvik. Thefestival, which runs July 17-26, 
will be the largest to date; 100 visual and 
40 performing artists from across the 
North are expected to attend. Andrew 
Qappik (Pangnirtung) will be the fea
tured artist this year, providing a print to 
be used on the festival poster and 
program. While the rest of the line-up 
has yet to be confirmed, the festival will 
include a number of specia l events, 
including "Heart be at of the North," 
which will highlight drumming and 
dancing by Dene, Inuit and lnuvialuit 
pe rformers from the western Northwest 
Territories (NWT), Yukon, Eastern Arctic, 
Western Arctic and Alaska. "An Evening 
of Storytelling" will feature several writ 
ers and storytellers, including Michael 
Kusugak and Donald Kaglik. The high
light of the festival will be the creation of 
a commemorative sculpture marking the 
festival's 10th anniversary and, with the 
creation of Nunavut, the last year that 
the Northwest Territories will be together. 
Master carver Bill Nasogaluak of 
Tuktoyaktuk is the leader of a group of 
artists, consisting of Dolphus Cadieux 
(Yellowknife), Paul Malliki (Repulse Bay), 
Nasogaluak's brother, Eli Nasogaluak 
(lnuvik) and Allyson Simmie (Ouawa), 
who start ed work on a five-foot-high 
pie ce of glacier-spun marble in April. 
Work will start again July 10, with the 
carving scheduled for completion by the 
festival's end. "I believe it will be the 
first monum ental piece produced in the 
western Arctic that involves representa
tion [from all the region's major ethnic 
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UPDATE 

Nancy Sevoga of Baker Lake demon
strating her carving technique at the 
1997 Great Northern Arts Festival . 

Great Northern Arts Festival 

groups]: Inuvialuit, Inuit, Metis, Dene 
and non-Aboriginal," said project leader 
Bill Nasogaluak, for whom the carving 
embodies what the festival is all about. 
"The project ... brings together artists 
from different areas and backgrounds 
[and provides each of us with an] oppor
tunity to learn and work together, [which 
is] very much [within] the mandate of 
the Great Northern Arts Festival." For 
more information about the festival, 
including travel and accommodation, 
demonstrations, workshops, art for sale 
and the Virtual Gallery, see the Great 
Northern Arts Festival website at 
www.greatart.nt.ca. The festival phone 
number is (867) 777-3536. 

Sara Kuptana, an 
elder from Sachs 
Harbour, at the 1997 
Great Northern Arts 
Festival. 

.IIIU .... -.
IRECEIVE 
INTRODUCTION 
TO RETAILING 

The Inuit Art Foundation, in associa
tion with Algonquin College, launched 
its Introduction to Retailing course in 
February. The 12-week course, designed 
to prepare Inuit to apply for positions in 
the retail industry, combined 10 weeks of 
classroom instruction, hands-on work
shops , seminars and field pla cements 
with two weeks of job search counselling. 
The six students (Pootoogoo Kilabuk, 
Warren Buell, Joy Dewar, Darlene 
Tologanak, Naime Veevee and David 
Sillet) received instruction in market
ing and retail principles from Frank 
Fragomen and Mike Shaughnessy of 
Algonquin College. Instruction in Inuit 
art marketing came from the foundation's 
Sheila Sturk-Green and Clare Porteous
Safford. Pam Stellick of the founda
tion helped students idenLify skills that 
are transferable to the business world. 
The program was funded by the Kagita 
Mikam Local Delivery Mechanism. 
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.. A DOORWAY 
TO OPPORTUNITIES" 

The third session of the Cultural Indus
tries Training Program (CITP), organized 
by the Inuit Artists' College, culminated 
in February with the graduation of six 
students: Kimberley Brown, Heather 
Campbell, Jeffrey McRae, Karen 
ljjangiaq, BiJly Okalik and Marion 
Blake. At the graduation ceremony in 
the Friends Lounge of the Canadian 
Museum of Civilization (CMC) in Hull, 
Quebec, July Papatsie, alumnus from 
the first CITP session in 1995-96 and 
now northern cultural research officer 
with the Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, addressed 
the graduating class: "The program 
is a doorway to opportunities in the cul
tural sector. It will allow you to com
municate and network in the cultural 
industries." Inuit Art Foundation presi
dent Mattiusi Iyaituk presented stu
dents with their graduation diplomas. 
Certificates acknowledging the students' 
achievement were presented by Nancy 
Karetak-Lindell, MP for Nunavut, who 
also addressed the students and guests. 

The end of the course was marked with 
an exhibition entitled Expressing the Spirit. 
It was displayed in the CMC for one 
week, a first for the program. The exhi -
bition consisted of Inuit sculpture, prints 
and drawings depicting song and dance . 
Trilingual (English, French and Inuktitut) 
didactic panels gave information on each 
activity. The students had five weeks to 
plan, budget for and design the exhibition, 
which was produced under the super
vision of Tracey Whalen with the col
laboration and support of Algonquin 
College. "We put our heart and soul into 
this," said Okalik, who had the role of 
exhibition conservator. Exhibition coor
dinator Kimberley Brown said simply: 
"I'm speechless. It's amazing that th e 
exhibition is here in the CMC." Aqsarniit, 
an Ottawa-based group of Inuit performers, 
opened the exhibit with a performance of 
drum dancing and singing. 

At six months, it was the longest ses
sion ever organized by the college. It 
was also the first time that graduates 
received a certificate from Algonquin 
College , the result of a formal collabora-

UPDATE 

tion with the Inuit Art Foundation. 
Funding for the program was provided 
by the Kagita Mikam Local Delivery 
Mechanism . 

SPIRITS 
IN THE 
S._.IU 

Spirits in the Sun, a Canadian Aboriginal 
trade fair, took place in Scottsdale, Arizona 
from February 6 to 8. Work from across the 
Arctic was featured and a number of people, 
including Terry Ryan, general manager 
of the West Baffin Eskimo Co-operative 
(Cape Dorset), Darlene Wight, associate 
curator of Inuit Art at the Winnipeg Art 
Gallery, and Mattiusi Iyaituk, sculptor 
and president of the Inuit Art Foundation 
spoke at the event. ABC news anchor Peter 
Jennings was a special guest at a cele
bration dinner. "People who attended 
were ecstatic about what they saw," said 
Caroline Klahre of the Native Art Gallery 
in Oakville. "Someone said it was like 
being in a huge museum and visiting 
all of Canada in one day." Sculptor Mike 
Massie of Nain, Labrador enjoyed the 
event. "The people I met were quite 
inter ested in my work," he said. "I made 
some connections with galleries from 
around the world and discussed the pos 
sibl e inclusion of my work in exhibi
tions in Italy and British Columbia." 

Not everyone was enthusiastic about 
the experience. A number of Inuit artists, 
as reported in News/North (February 23, 
1998), were upset that they were excluded 
from some venues. Artists at the Holiday 
Inn site were set up in a tent outside. 
Rain on the final two days of the event 
virtually washed out the site. "For me 
things went really well ," said sculptor 

Mattiusi lyaituk, 
president of the Inuit 
Art Foundation (right), 
presents Bill Okalik of 
Pangnirting with a 
diploma from the 
Cultural Industries 
Training Program. 

Gilbert Hay (Nain, Labrador). "But the 
weather came down when [the artists 
in the tent] were outside. In that [sense] 
things didn 't go so well." Hay also said 
that "there were two classes of work pre
sented. The 'classier' show with well
known artists" was held at the Hyatt 
Regency while "crafts" and demonstra
tions took place at the Holiday Inn's tent 
city. Some artists were also excluded 
from special events such as drum dancing 
and a gala dinner at the Hyau. "We are the 
ones who put money in the pockets of 
these gallery owners (who were invited 
to the $ 100-a-plate dinner] but it fell 
like they didn't want us around," said 
Holman printmaker Mary Okheena in 
News/North. "They had drummers and 
dancers at the Hyau but they told us we 
couldn't stay around to watch them 
perform." Dennis Hillman, sales manager 
at the North West Company and executive 
director of the event, said that the artists' 
complaints were based on a misunder
standing. The Holiday Inn site was for 
demonstration purposes only, whil e the 
Hyau gala was intended for dealers and 
collectors to raise money to pay for the 
demonstration site, which cost $385,000 
to set up. "With any first time event you 
make mistakes and you learn from 
them," said Hillman, who added that the 
show generated $2.2 rnillion in sales. 

Spirits in the Sun was presented in part
nership with the Tribal Councils Invest
ments Group of Manitoba Ltd. (TCIG), 
the North West Company, Aboriginal 
Business Canada, the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and International Trade, 
Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, the Government of the 
Northwest Territories, the Canadian 
Tourism Commission and private 
galleries. 
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CARVIN<iSTONE 
The first phase of Lhe Inuit Art Foun
dation's Carvingstone Project was com
pleted in February. "The foundation is 
visiting with artists in the North to 
add ress stone quarrying issues and to 
see if we can be of assistance in solving 
these problems," said Pam Stellick, 
project coordinator. Stellick accompanied 
Will Kelly, a geologist and quarrier with 
experien ce prospecting for deposits and 
evaluating quarry sites in the Keewatin 
an d Kitikmeot regions, and Henry 
Kudluk , the foundation's Northern 
Projecl Coordinator, who has spent sev
eral months researching the carvingstone 
situation. The three Lravelled to Inukjuak 
and Cape Dorset to evaluate current con
ditions, meet with artists and develop 
plans that can be implemented locally. A 
similar trip was made to Rankin Inlet, 
Gjoa Haven and Taloyoak by Kelly and 
Kudluk. 

The problems carvers in these com
munities face include a shortage of stone, 
difficulty locating new deposits and the 
mining of those deposits in a safe and 
efficient manner. As Johnny Inukpuk 
said at the meeting in Inukjuak: "People 
who do not have the means to go quar
rying do not get stone to carve." Inukpuk 
also expresse d the hope that "the boul
ders at the quarry site could be blasted 
and bulldozed out of the way." 

InuitArt 
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Johnny lnukpuk in his carving studio. 

In Rankin Inlet, Kelly an d Kudluk 
learned that one of the two area quarry 
sites produces brittle stone and, as a 
result, is not often used. The other, 
located at the water's edge, is mostly 
covered in mud. It is accessible only at 
low tide, when it is still necessary to 
dig. Kelly suggested removing the mud 
and water with pressurized pumps. In 
Gjoa Haven, carvers have had better 
quarrying success. Seven thousand pounds 
of stone were dug from a quarry on the 
mainland last winler. Unfortunately, 
heavy snow cover makes winter quarrying 
difficult. Carvers there are developing a 

Stopping for a rest during a trip to 
the quarry site in lnukjuak. 

plan for summer quarrying. Taloyoak 
carvers recently found a limestone quarry 
68 kilometres north of town. Unfortuna
tely, some find the stone hard to carve 
and have expressed interest in locating 
new sites. 

HERITAGE DAY 
IN THE NORTH 

This year's Heritage Day celebrations on 
February 16 were marked by a number 
of activities in the North. A demonstration 
of Inuit games and a heritage career display 
took place at the Nunatta Sunakkutaangit 
Museum in Iqaluit, while community 
elders in Baker Lake recorded traditio nal 
songs at the Inuit Heritage Centre. On 
February 15 the Prince of Wales Northern 
Heritage Centre in Yellowknife explored 
the life of Arctic explorer Vilhjalmur 
Stefansson. Events included a "live his
tory" performance by Jamie Bastedo, a 
screening of the National Film Board of 
Canada's Stefansson: The Arctic Prophet, a 
tour of Stefansson artifacts in the centre's 
North Gallery and dog-sled rides on 
Frame Lake. 
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REACIION 
IVIIXED TO 
GOVERNMENT'S 
STATEMENT OF 
RECONCILIATION 

The response of Inu it community leaders 
to the Canad ian government 's recent 
statement of reconciliation has been varied. 
The January 7 statement, delive red by 
Ind ian Affairs and Northern Deve lop
ment minister Jane Stewart , identified 
a number of historica l wrongs, including 
the suppression of Aborigina l culture 
and va lues, the loss of ancestral lands 
and sexua l and phys ical abuse at resi
dential schools. While the minister 
expressed profound regret for the mis
lreatment and pledged $350 million for 
"community -based hea ling," Aborig inal 
lawyers have pointed out that the gov
ernment has failed to take responsibili ty 
for its actions. Lukewarm support, as 
reported in Nunatsiaq News (Jan uary 16 
and 23, 1998), came from a number of 
sources . Okalik Eegeesiak, preside nt of 
Inuit Tapir isat of Canada (ITC), said the 
statement , besid es being a long time in 
coming, "didn' t go far enough in address
ing the hardships endured by the Inuit 
as a result of federal po l icy." John 
Amagoalik, former president of ITC and 
chief architec t of Nunavut, said that the 
statement is "a tentative step in the right 
direction ," but that "the history of broken 
promises and acts of d iscrimina tion has 
created a deep pool of cynicism and mis
t.rust" among many Aboriginal people. 
Zebedee Nung ak, president of Makivik 
Corporation, called the statement "at once 
soothing, jarring, gratifying, slightly sur
rea l and somewhat disorienting. " 
Poin ting to pas t government failures to 
live up to their comm itments , Nungak 
nonetheless pledged "to be less auto
matic in [his] scepticism" and described 
the process of reconcilia tion as "a great 
cha llenge ahead. " 

Praise for the statement came from Jack 
Anawak , Nunavut's Inte rim Commis
sioner. Anawak was a student at th e 
Josep h Bernier School in Ches terfield 
Inle t in the 1950s. Allega tions of sexual 
and physical abuse at the school between 

UPDATE 

1957 and 1969 became the focus of both 

an RCMP investigation and a Territorial 
inquiry in 1994-95. While charges were 
never laid , the bishop of Churchill

Hud son Bay issued a formal apology to 
students in 1995 and the Church even
tually offered compensation to abuse vic
tims . Anawak gave Stewart credit for 
taking steps her prede cessors failed to 
take. "I look at it from the point of view 
that the government recognizes we went 
through a lot of hardship and is making a 
genuine effort to help those of us who 
went to residential schoo ls," Anawak 
said. Nunavut Tunngavik president Jose 
Kusugak said, "We, as Inuit, look at this 
as a step forward." 

A WINTER 
QAGGIQ 

The Inuit Art Foundation presented a 
Winter Qaggiq in collaboration w ith the 
Canadian Muse um of Civilization, in 
the museum's Grand Hall on February 21 
and 22. The event, presented as the finale 
of the Nationa l Capi tal Commission's 
Winterlude celebrations, featured carv
ing demonst rations and a disp lay and 
sale of artwork from the Inuit Artists' 
Shop. Billy Ekoomiak, his sister Sarah, 
Pierre Austin and David Burhoe pro

vided music on the fiddle, accordion, 
guitar and asso rted instruments. Inuit 
drum dancing, singing and games were 
performed by Aqsa rniit, an Ottawa
based group of Inui t performers. 

A NATIONAL 
NETWOR K 

This spring, Television Northern Canada 
(TVNC) made an app lica tion to the 
Canadian Radio -Television Comm ission 
(CRTC) for a national network broadcast 
licence. If approved, TVNC could be 
broadcasting national ly by the fall. TVNC 
is currently seen by approxima tely 
100,000 people in the North, from the 
Yukon -Alaska border to Labrador, and 
receives an annual operat ing grant of 
$3. l mi llion from Heritage Canada. As 
reported in Nunatsiaq News (February 20, 
1998), TVNC chair Abraham Tagalik 
said wider dis trib ution wou ld generate 
the commercia l revenue necessary to 
eliminate the netwo rk's reliance on gov

ernment fund ing and ensure that unique 
programming reflecting the social, polit
ical and cultural life of Aboriginal people 
stays on the air. An Angus Reid survey 
commissioned by TVNC indica ted that 
79 per cent of southern Canadians polled 
said they wo ul d watch an Aborigina l 
channe l at least occasiona lly. Two- thirds 
be lieved tha t an Abor igina l network 

wou ld build a bridge of unde rstanding 
between Native and non-Na tive gro ups. 
In a February 6 report on the future of 
national network broadcas ting, the CRTC 
indicated that the TVNC proposal had 
to demonstrate how the network wou ld 
adapt its programming to reflect 
the diversity of Aborig inal peop les 
throughout Canada. 

I 

Jul~ Papats ie (left) , Nort hern Cult ural Research Officer for the Indian and 

ln~,t Art Cen~re, demo nstrat ing stone cutt ing to a group of ch ildren at 

Winte r Qagg1q 1998 at the Canadia n M useum of Civilizat ion. 
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HOLNIAN 
PRINT COLLECTION 

The 33rd Annual Holman Graphics Collection 
opened February 27 at the Guild Shop 
(Toronto, Ontario) and Albers Gallery 
(San Francisco, California). Featured 
artists include Louie Nigiyok, Mabel 
Nigiyok, Helen Olifie, Elsie Klengen
berg, Alec Banksland, Peter Palvik, 
Agnes Nanogak, Susie Malgokak and 
Mary Okheena. The collection sold at a 
number of galleries and venues through
out Canada and the United States, includ
ing the Holman Eskimo Co-operative. 

THE NORTH 
ONLINE 

On April 1, 1998 Nortext Multimedia 
established a new Inuktitut and English 
online news and information service. 
Called nunavut.com, the Internet site's 
first project is a series of Inuktitut glos
saries produced in association with 
Nunavut Arctic College. "When you 
view Inuktitut on the Internet from 
different computers, the syllabics get 
scrambled," said project director 
Lorraine Thomas. "We're working 
to implement a standardized code for 
fonts to ensure Inuktitut will be a working 
language on the Internet and elsewhere." 
The site also includes information on the 
Nunavut government, an onlin e business 
directory and links to other sites of inter
est to people in the North. News stories 
from Nunatsiaq News and Capital News will 
soon be added and by April 1, 1999 a 
daily news service in English and 
Inuktitut will be offered. nunavut.com is 
partly funded by the Canadian Network 
for the Advancement of Research, 

lnuitArt 
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Industry and Education (CANARIE), a 
federal telecommunications fund. The 
complete Internet address for the site is 
http://www.nunavut.com. 

According to Cultural Survival Quarterly 
(Winter 1998), nunavut.com is not the 
only internet service currently available 
in the North. Northern News Service, 
Ltd . (NNSL) and its flagship publica
tion, News/North, have been online for 
more than a year, with ov er 30,000 
reader visits to date. A number of news
papers in the NNSL chain, including the 
Inuvik Drum, Yellowknifer and Kivalliq News, 
are also available on the Net. In Inuvik, 
taking advantage of cable network lines 
(as oppos ed to slower, less efficient tele
phones lines that are currently standard 
in the South), organizations such as the 
Great Northern Arts Festival have 
been able to promote themselves in the 
global marketplace. The Gwich'in Nation 
have taken their newspaper, Delta Voices, 
online, thus broadening its reach and 
communication links within the com
munity and the outside world. In 1997 
the Government of the Northwest 
Te rritories gave ARDICOM Digital 
Communications the go-ahead to build 
the infrastructure necessar y to wire the 
North in the hope of .improving its 

Testing Their 
Str ength, 1 997 , 
Alec Alikn ak and 
Louie Nigi yok, 
Holman Island 
(wo odcut, 1/35; 
4 8 x 44 cm). 

services while reducing the costs of 
governing the NWT. ARDICOM expects 
to have 59 northern communities con 
nected to the World Wide Web by 1999. 

Northern Internet supporters, such as 
NNSL copy editor James Hrynyshyn in 
Yellowknife, feel the web will make 
Inuit culture stronger by allowing 
Aboriginal peoples to preserve cultural 
artifacts, such as stories and hunting 
practices. Others, such as Metis writer 
Fred Lepine in Hay River, remember the 
impact television had on the North and 
express reservations. "Once you learn 
about other cultures and the outside 
world , the ideas and habits you take on 
can replace the relationships you estab-
1 ish with your own community," said 
Lepin e in Cultural Survival Quarterly. 
"When you live by yourself in an isolated 
community for so long and suddenly 
face an outside world that wants you, 
there's a big risk." Dangers cited 
by Lepine include cyberporn and 
online gambling. 
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PEOPLE 
Dollmaker Martina Anoee of Arviat, 
Northwest Territories was profiled in 
the February 4, 1998 edition of Kivalliq 
News. Anoee, featured in the Winter 1996 
edition of Inuit Ari Quarterly, spok e about 
the origins of her 40-year dollmaking 
career, her sewing technique and the dif
ficulty of keeping the dollmaking tradi
tion alive. As the only dollmaker in the 
community, Anoee is now teaching her 
daughter, Martha, how to make her life
like creations with sealskin faces. 

• Philippa Aggark was featured in News/ 
North (February 23, 1998). As the only 
carver in Chesterfield Inlet, Aggark learned 
how to make her popular ivory and cari
bou antler jewellery from her mother-in
Jaw, Olalie Angotingoar of Repulse Bay. 
Over the last five years, her art has 
appeared at the 1993 Keewatin Arts and 
Crafts Festival, a display marking Queen 
Eli:zabeth's 1997 visit to Rankin Inlet, and 
at shows in Ottawa , Ontario. 

• The National Aboriginal Achievement 
Foundation (formerly the Canadian 
Native Arts Foundation) announced the 
winners of this year's National Aboriginal 
Achievement Awards on January 26 in 
Toronto. Recipients included John 
Amagoalik, former president of Inuit 
Tapirisat of Canada and chief architect of 
Nunavut, and Tagak Curley, who is cur
rently overseeing the development of the 
territory's government infrastructure. The 
awards were establi shed in 1994 by 
Mohawk conductor and composer John 
Kim Bell to recognize outstanding achieve
ment by people of Inuit, Metis and First 
Nations ancestry. Commenting on the 
awards, Bell said that they "represent a 
beacon of goodwill between Aboriginal 
people and Canadians and serve as a 
powerful inspiration for all young people, 
especially Aboriginal youth." Members of 
the 1998 awards jury include Natsiq 
Alainga-Kango, secretary-treasurer of 
Nunavut Tunngavik , Stephen Kakfwi, 
Northwest Territories cabinet minist er 
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and Zebedee Nungak, president of 
Makivik Corporation. The awards gala, 
co-hosted by Tom Jackson and Graham 
Greene, was held at the Hummingbird 
Centre for the Performing Arts in Toronto 
on March 12 and aired on CBC television 
on March 26. 

• In January the Government of the North-
west Territories announced its arts fund
ing recipients for 1998. They include: 
Eli Nasogaluak Sr. (Sachs Harbour), to 
create a soapstone Sedna coffee-table 
show piece and a bronze cast copy of the 
work; Nunavut Arctic College, Arviat 
Campus, to implement a jewellery and 
metal-smithing mentoring program in 
four communities; Simon Tookoome 
(Baker Lake), to travel to Regina to train 
with artist Joe Fafard to learn the tech
niques of laser-cut steel sculpture and 
bronze casting; Iqaluit Music Society, to 
conduct a series of workshops for chil
dren at a summer camp to promote the 
learning, playing and sharing of tradi
tional and contemporary music; Martha 
Noah (Baker Lal(e), to produce jewellery 
using a variety of materials and tech
niques depicting northern images; 
Dolorosa Nartok (Pelly Bay), to create 
20 drawings and paintings for art cards 
with her own po ems in Inuktitut and 
English; Alex Iqqaat (Baker Lake), to 
create 10 pieces of jew ellery and tradi
tional Inuit headbands from a variety of 
media reflec ting memories of a tradi
tional Inuit lifestyle; Cape Dorset Inuit 
Dancers, to travel to Pangnirtung to per
form and provide workshops in dance 
and drumming at lo cal schools and 
Elizabeth Paungrat (Baker Lake), to 
create nine pieces of jewellery from a 
range of materials depicting Inuit cul
ture and northern wildlife . 

• In December 1997 Noah Kadlak (Coral 
Harbour) asked the Nunavut Wildlife 
Managem ent Board (NWMB) for per
mission to film a traditional polar bear 
harvest, according to Nunatsiaq News 
(December 19, 1997). As the rapid tran
sition to the mod ern way of life pushed 
many Inuit to despair , Kadlak drew 
strength from his own identity with the 

land. That 's the message Kadlak and his 
company, Arctic Bear Productions, 
hope to bring to others by documenting 
the hunt on film and encouraging his fel
low Inuit to rediscover those skills for 
themselves. "I [want] to get it across to 
younger people that ... they can capture 
their culture," said Kadlak. In February 
the NWMB expressed concern that the 
film may raise the ire of animal rights 
activists. CBC's damaging coverage of a 
1996 bowhead hunt at Repulse Bay, 
which emphasized the bloodiness of the 
hunt and poor management that resulted 
in hundreds of kilograms of wasted meat, 
is a reminder of how things can go 
wrong. "We've learned through histor y 
that the films or the interviews have 
been misused ... not for the intent of 
education," said Ben Kovic, chair of the 
NWMB, in News/North (March 2, 1998). 
For his part, Kadlak understood the 
board's reluctance, but added that "the 
real question is whether the Inuit people 
are going to stand up and defend their 
traditional culture. No matter what the 
message is, we have the right to speak 
out about our culture." 

IN MEMORIAM 

ISA KASUDLUAK 1917-1997 
Inukjuak sculptor Isa Kasudluak, 
the community's oldest artist, died in 
November 1997. A hunter, fisher and 
carver, Kasudluak was best known as a 
carver of animals. Kasudluak's work first 
appeared in the Eskimo Sculpture exhibit at 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery in 1967. Subse
quent exhibits included Stones, Bones, Cloth 
and Paper: Inuit Art in Edmonton Collections 
(1984-85) and L'art inuit (Le Touquet, 
France, 1989). Kasudlu ak's work is 
included in the permanent collections of 
the Glenbow Museum (Calgary, Alberta), 
Musee de la civilisation (Quebec City, 
Quebec) and th e Winnipeg Art Gallery 
(Winnipeg, Manitoba). 
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IN MEMORIAM 

MARJORY DRACHE 1905-1997 
Marjory Drache, longtime Winnipeg Art 
Gallery volunteer and a significant figure 
in the promotion of Inuit art, died on 
December 20, 1997 in Ottawa. She was 
93. Born Marjory Tadman in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba on May 5, 1905, her associa
tion with the gallery dates back to the 
early 1950s, when she was involved in 
every aspect of the instilutions's man
date, including exhibitions, collections, 
education and the Board of Trustees. As 
a member of the Women's Committee, 
Drache was asked by then director 
Dr. Ferdinand Eckhardt co organize what 
went on to become The Winnipeg Show, 
the gallery's first major contemporary 
national exhibition . The 1953 show later 
became an annual event, raising the pro
file of a number of important Canadian 
artists and establishing Winnip eg as a 
vibrant and energetic arts centre. In 1972 
Drache and Merle Guberman co-founded 
the Gallery Shop. Drache' s int erest in 
Inuit art was reflected in her aggressive 
acquisition of sculpture for the shop . 
"Under Merle and Marjory's direction, " 
wrote former Winnipeg Art Gallery 

' Permanent 
Inuit Gallery 
One o f the most 

Cape Dorset 
A nnual Print 

• 

curator Patricia E. Bov ey, in the 
May/June 1996 ed ition of Tableau, "the 
Shop became the place for serious col
lectors to buy Inuit sculpture. Once mer
chandise was received, Marjory made 
sure that her voluntee r staff was fully 
cognizant of all the items, their roots and 
meanings." An avid collector, one of 
Drache's last acts was to help dispose of 
much of the family's collection of Inuit 
art to the National Gall ery of Canada 
and the Winnipeg Art Gallery. 

ROSE OKPIK 1940-1997 
Rose Okpik, cha irperson and driving 
force of the Uqqurmiut Inuit Artists 
Association (UlAA) in Pangnirtung, 
Northwe st Territories, died in November 
1997. Formed in May 1988, UIAA's goal 
was to "keep Inuit art alive for both Inuit 
and others," Okpik told Inuit Art Quarterly 
(Fall 1989). The association subsequently 
established the Uqqurmiut Centre for 
Arts and Crafts in Pangnirtung in May 
1991. A 6,000-square -foot complex that 
houses the Pangnirtung Tapestry Studio, 
a shop, meeting rooms and a print studio, 
the centre is owned by UIAA and gov -
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erned by a board of directors that Okpik 
formerly chaired. Commenting on Okpik, 
Gener al Manager Geoff Ryan said that 
th e centr e "wouldn't be around if it 
hadn't been for Rose." Reflecting on the 
accomp li shments of the associa tion, 
Okpik told Nunatsiaq News (September 18, 
1992): "People told us that printmaking 
in the North was in trouble and perhaps 
should die. But we didn't care about 
those things . We just kept on going ." 

MARY Jo MINTURN 
1934-1997 
Mary Jo Minturn, former staff member 
at the Arctic Circle in Los Angeles, 
California and specialist in Pangnirtung 
prints, died on September 17, 1997 in 
Los Angeles. She was 63. Minturn made 
her first trip to the Baffin Island com
munity in 1972. Her subsequent interest 
in Pangnirtung p rints resulted in her 
California State Univ ersity master's the
sis, "Inuit Graphic Art of Pangnirtung: 
1970 to 1986." In 1986 Minturn con
ducted on-site research as a guest of Rose 
Okpik and her husband, artist and print
maker Enukee Akulukjuk. 
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MARV CRAIG 1920-1998 
Mary Craig, long-time employee of La 
Federation des Cooperatives du Nouveau
Quebec (FCNQ), contributor to Inuit Art 
Quarterly and passionate supporter of 
Inuit art, died in Ottawa , Ontario on 
March 27, 1998. She was 77. At her April J 
memorial service at Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church in North Gower, Craig's son, 
James, talked about his mother's early 
life. Born Mary Margaret Hal I on 
September 6, 1920, in Peterborough, 
Ontario, Craig's early years included mil
itary service during World War Two as a 
corporal in the Canadian Women's Army 
Corps. She served as a military decoder 
in Ottawa. She married Lawrence Craig 
and the couple settled in the Kitchener
Waterloo area after the war. In 1965, the 
family bought a hobby farm near North 
Gower. In 1966, Mr. Craig died suddenly, 
leaving his wife to raise the couple's five 
children (James, Gillian , Robin, Valerie 
and Elizabeth) on her own. 

In 1966, Alma Houston asked Craig 
to work with her at Canadian Arctic 
Producers (CAP) in Ottawa, where she 
took a special interest in Inuit print
making. "She did a wonderful job with 
the prints," recalled Ene Schoeler, for
mer Executive Secretary of the Canadian 
Eskimo Arts Council, which occupied 
offices at CAP. "She was very honest 
and ni ce, very much liked by every
body." While at CAP, Craig was involved 
in over 180 exhibiti ons in a number of 
countries including Canada, the United 
States, Sweden, Germany and Italy. She 
also contr ibut ed to a number of publica
tions and catalogues and gave talks at 
several ins titutions , including the 
Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. 

In 1976, Craig moved on to La Federa
tion des Cooperatives du Nouveau
Quebec (FCNQ) in Montreal, where she 
served as Fine Art Director for 12 years . 
Marybelle Mitchell, then project devel
opment manager with FCNQ, says "Mary 

Mary Craig (left) with 
Cape Dorset carver 

Eegyvadluk 
Pootoogook. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Mary Craig, corporal, CWAC. 

was a gentle, unassuming p erson with a 
quick wit that she never lost. Even a 
few weeks before her death, we were 
laughin g together about some of th e 
things that happened when we worked 
in Montreal. She was always considerate 
of other people." 

In 1987, Craig accompanied Johnny 
Aculiak and his wife to Novossibirsk, 
Siberia as part of the touring exhibit 
Things Made by Inuit. Originally mounted 
by La Federation in 1980, Things Made by 
Inuit, the result of a project to revive 
handicraft skills among Inuit in 
Nunavik , included art, tools and cloth
ing. Its appearance in Siberia was part of 
a cultural exchange between the gov
ernments of Queb ec and the former 

Soviet Union. The exhibit also made 
stops in Africa and Europe. 

Craig's knowledge and appre ciation 
of Inuit art was evident to all who came 
in contact with her. In his eulogy, former 
FCNQ general manager Peter Murdoch 
spoke of the impact she had on the per
ception of Inuit art. "She had an innate 
appreciation for what was good in the 
art and for what was valid in the artist," 
said Murdoch. "And she had a great 
appreciation for the humour of the Inuit 
as expressed in thei r art." Erla Arbuckle 
of Gallery Indigena in Waterloo, Ontario 
recalled that Craig was a voice of encour
agement for artists and the galleries that 
promoted their work. "In the days when 
Inuit art was considered little more than 
folk art," said Arbuckle, "Mary was one 
of the first to encourage its recognition as 
fine art." 

Craig's children, their spouses, 10 grand
children and severa l former colleagues, 
including Ron Millette from CAP, were 
part of a capacity crowd at the memorial 
service. Craig's granddaughters, Jennifer 
Craig and Maya Hohmann, and son-in
law Joe Hohmann, read parts of the ser
vice. Erin Hohmann, a piano teacher and 
voice student, sang the anthems "I Will 
Arise" and "The Singer and the Song." 

The family has asked that memorial donations be 
made to Rett Syndrome, care of Terry Boyd, 
Box 24, South Mountain, Ontario, KOE JWO. 
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AT THE PUBLIC 
GALLERIES -The Canadian Canoe Museum in 
Peterborough, Ontario has a collection of 
nearly 600 boats and 1,000 associated 
artifacts. Among the collection, two
thirds of which was donated by former 
University of Toronto professor Kirk 
Wipper, is the Eastern Arctic kayak frame, 
used by Inuit to hunt narwhal. Another 
is a Hudson Strait-type kayak built in 
southern Baffin Island and Nunavik 
(Northern Quebec) in the mid-20th cen
tury. Made of wood, sealskin sinew 
rope, bone and metal nails, the kayak is 
674.2 cm long, 62 an wide and 39.5 ems 
high with a 20.4 cm depth to sheer line. 
Few people build such kayaks today. 
One of the museum's goals, according 
to director Bill Byrick , is to preserve tra
ditional skills by giving courses in boat 
building and restoration. Collections 
manager Dawn McQuade describes the 
institution as "a museum in the making" 
that offers visitors a unique opportunity 
to talk to restorers as they work on boats 
in the colle ction. The museum, which 
opened July l, 1997, features exh ibits 
of Eastern Arctic kayaks, North American 
birchbark canoes and examples of wood 
and canvas canoes from the Peterborough 
area. The second floor of the museum 
is currently undergoing renovations 
for both the storage and display of the 
entire Eastern, Western and Central 
Arctic kayak collection. Renovations are 
tentatively schedu led for completion by 
July 1998. The Canadian Canoe Museum 
is located at 910 Monaghan Road, Peterbo
rough, Ontario. Tel: (705) 748-9153. -Qamanittuaq: Drawings from the Macdonald 
Stewart Ari Centre Collection opened at the 
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AT THE GALLERI E S 

Baker Lake Heritage Centre (Baker Lake, 
Northwest Territories) on June 3, 1998 
and will be on display wltil January 3, 
1999. Drawings from the Herman Collection: 
Western Masterpieces/Inuit Masterpieces 
opened on May 21 at the Macdona~d 
Stewart Art Centre in Guelph, Ontano 
and will be on display until July 26. Pro
fessor Chandler Kirwin of the School of 
Fine Art and Music at the University of 
Guelph, and Judith Nasby, Art Centre 
director, who served as exhibi tion co
curators, gave a gallery talk on June 9. 
The exhibit, featuring work from the 
private collection of Frederick and Lucy 
s. Herman of Norfolk, Virginia, features 
European and North American drawings 
from the 16th to the 20th century by such 
artists as Hans Holbein the Younger, 
Jacques-Louis David and George Bellows. 
The exhibit also features drawings by 
Canadian Inuit selected from a collec
tion of 150 - the largest sing le body of 
Inuit drawings in the United States. 
Works on display include Umiak by 
Tikituk Qinnuayuak (Cape Dorset) and 
Haunted Circle of Tnuks by Victoria 
Mamnguqsualuk (Baker Lake). The 
drawings are accompanied by the previ
ously published catalogue, Herman 
Collection of Inuit Drawings, by Judith 
Nasby. Continuing until July 26 is Images 
of Childhood: Inuit Art from the Permanent 
Collection, which opened September 30, 
1997. Focusing on images and concep
tions of the child in Inuit society, the 

Hudson Strait kayak, one of many 
currently on display at the Canadian 
Canoe Museum in Peterborough, 
Ontario. 

artists in this exhibition address child
hood using both historical and contem
porary references. For instance, Ruth 
Annaqtuusi Tulurialik's work Barney 
Visits a Winter Camp makes reference to the 
popular children's entertainment character. -On January 22 and February 19 Maureen 
Flynn-Burhoe conducted a tour of the 
exhibit Pencil to Paper: Early Drawings by 
Parr in the Inuit Galleries of the National 
Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, Ontario. 
On February 15 Louis Gagnon gave a 
talk on the exhibit. Dance to the Drum: In 
Celebration, a thematic installation of Inuit 
prints, drawings and sculpture, opened 
April 10 and runs through October 18. 
The show explore s the importance of the 
drum dan ce and the celebrations that 
revolve around the ceremony. A number 
of works depict the rituals of the dance 
and the dancers' costumes, while others, 
sud1 as Luke Anguhadluq's Drum Dancing, 
attempt to make visual its sounds, motions 
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Rowing Umiaq, n.d., Tilitu Qinnuayuak 
(ink and graphite; 64.14 x 47.63 cm; 

Herman Collection). 

and rhythms. The gallery has received 
loans for this exhibition from the Cana
dian Museum of Civilization, the 
Carleton University Art Gallery and 
the estates of Ekidluak Komaortok and 
Pauloosie Karpik, courtesy of Uqqurmiut 
Centre for Arts and Crafts, Pangnirtung. 
Flynn-Burhoe conducted a tour of the 
exhibit on April 23 and May 21. An addi
tional tour is scheduled for June 18. On 
the third Thursday of each month, the 
Friends of the Gallery invite holde rs of 
works on paper and small Inuit sculptures 
to the gallery's Curators' Clinics. A cura
tor will be on hand to examine the work, 

AT THE GALLERIES 
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comment on its originality, advise on 
conservation procedures and provide 
guidance towards further research. To make 
an appointment, contact the Friends at 
(613) 241-3100. -From Jun e 11 to September 7, 1997 the 
Musee du Quebec, Quebec City, pre
sented La femme dans /'an inuit. The exhibit 
featured drawings and sculptures from 
1950 to 1995 from the Winnipeg Art 
GaJlery collection. Exploring the lifestyle, 
oral tradition and religion of the Inuit, the 
works depicted Inuit women as mothers, 

Dangerous Killers, 
n.d., Davidialuk 
Amittu (crayon 
and ink; 35 .56 x 
41.33 cm; Herman 
Collection). 
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Drum Dance, 1974, Luke Anguhadluq, 
Baker Lake (coloured pencil and 
graphite on wove paper; 56.2 x 76.0 cm; 
gift of the Department of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development, 
1989, no . 36348), from Dance to the 
Drum : In Celebration , at the National 
Gallery of Canada. 

wives, singers and shamans. The exhibit 
also featured work s dealing with the 
female figures of Inuit legends. 
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AT THE 
COMMERCIAL 
GALLERIES 
Northern Art Impressions presented 
Treasures to Behold in Lake Louise, Alberta 
from November 22 to December 22, 1997. 
Works by Rene Okatsiak, John Alikut, 
Thomas Nibgoarski, David Nibgoarski, 
William Mukyunik, Daniel Alareak 
and Frank Akammak were featured. A 
catalogue was published in conjunction 
with the exhibit. 

• Sculpture by Taloyoak artist Joe Kiloonik 
was on display at Spirit Wrestler Gallery 
in Vancouver, British Columbia in 
February and March. The 16 works, com
pleted over two years, combined pyrox
ine and caribou ant ler. The exh ibition 
was Kiloonik's first solo show. It was 
followed by a selection of work by Cape 
Dorset artist Mathewsie Saviadjuk. 

AT THE GALLERIES 

The Harris Gallery, a new venture, 
opened November 8, 1997 in the Queen's 
Quay Terminal at Harbourfront in 
Toronto, Ontario. Run by David and Nazie 
Harris, former teachers on Baffin Island, 
the gallery specializes in sculpture by 
Cape Dorset artists. 

• Feheley Fine Arts of Toronto, Ontario 
moved on Mar ch l. The gallery's new 
address is 14 Hazelton Avenue, Toronto, 
ON, MSR 2E2. Phone and fax remain 
the same . In May, the gallery featured 
The Ryan Colledion: Early Cape Dorset Sculpture, 
consisting of works from the private col-

Meeting of the Shamans, 
1996-97, Joe Kiloonik, Taloyoak 
(pyroxine, caribou antler; 25 x 
22 X 14 in.). 

Spir it Wrestl er Gallery 

lection of Terry Ryan, general manager 
of the West Baffin Eskimo Co-operative 
in Cape Dorset. Dating primarily from 
the 1960s, the presentation included works 
by artists such as Tudlik, Latcholassie 
Akesuk, Kenojuak Ashevak, Osuitok 
Ipeelee and Pauta Saila. 

• Arctic Artistry in Hastings-on-Hudson, 
New York announced the departrne of 
co-owner Pam Strum after 15 years at 
the gallery. Strum has left to pursue other 
interests. Until Augus t 31, the gallery is 
pres enting an exhibi t of limited edition 
prints by Germaine Arnaktauyok 
to complement her curr ent exhibition 
at the Winnipeg Art Gallery (see 
Darlene Wight's Curatorial Notes in 
this issue) . ..,. 

Kananginak Pootoogook 
Summer Owl, 1971 
National Gallery of Canada 

P.O. Box 337, 17 George Street 
Parry Sound, Ontario, P2A 2X4 

705-746-5365 email wpschin@zeuter.com 
open I 0:00-6:00 daily 



Untitled , Irene A vaalaqiaq 
Tiktaalaaq, Baker Lake, NT (blue, 
red and white wallhanging; 29" x 
38.5"). 
Item# BL-IV-1 $800 

Mother and Daughter Fishing, 1984, 
Sarah Joe, Puvirnituq (dark blue 
stonecut; 24.0 x 26.0 cm). 
Item# PV-SJ-2 $75 

Untitled , 1997, Charlie Inukpuk, 
Inukjuak , QC (7 x 6 x 12 cm). 
Item# IK-CI-1 $400 

Man Walking Hunting Seal, 1983, 
Josie Papialuk, Puvirnituq, QC 
(green stonecut; 17" x 20"). 
Item# PV-JP-1 $150 

BL-IV-1 
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GH-JS-1 

PV-JP-1 
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PV-SJ-2 

PV-LQ-1 
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A Man Making a Kayak and a Woman 
Making Clothes, 1986, Levi Qumaluk, 
Puvirnituq, QC (blue stonecut; 
18.5" X 20.5"). 
Item # PV- LQ-1 $200 

Face, 1997, Joseph Sugsluk, Gjoa 
Haven, NT, (caribou antler, stone, 
nylon; 22 x 17 x 13 cm) 
Item# GH-JS-1 $650 

Basket by Sarah Appaqaq, 
Sanikiluaq, QC, 1997, (line grass, 
serpentine black stone; 21 x 23 x 
23 cm). 
Item #S-SA-1 $500 

Profits support lnuit Artists' education . 



NORTHERN PUBLICATIONS 

A Legacy of Arctic Art, Dorothy 
Jean Ray (1996) 
Item # 9320 softcover $35.00 

Inuit Women Artists, Odette Leroux , 
Marion E. Jackson and Minnie 
Aodla Freeman (1994) 
Item# 9321 softcover $29.95 

The Inuit Imagination, Harold 
Seidelman and James Turner 
(1993) 
Item # 9322 hardcover $65.00 

In The Shadow of the Sun, Perspectives 
on Contemporary Native Art ( 1993) 
Item# 9323 softcover $29.95 

Between Two Worlds: Sculpture by 
David Ruben Piqtoukun ( 1996) 
Item# 9324 catalogue $12.95 

From Talking Chiefs to a Native 
Corporate Elite: The Birth of Class and 
Nationalism among Canadian Inuit, 
Marybelle Mitchell (1996) 
Item# 9326 hardcover $49.95 

Confessions of an Igloo Dweller, James 
Houston (1995) 
Item# 9332 hardcover $29.95 

When the Whalers Were Up North: 
lnuit Memories from the Eastern Arctic, 
Dorothy Harley Eber (1996) 
Item# 9327 softcover $24.95 

Our Boots: An Inuit Women's Ari, 
Jillian E. Oakes and 
Rick Riewe (1995) 
Item # 9328 hardcover $50.00 

The 1998 Nunavut Handbook, an 
essential guide for planning an 
arctic adventure ( 1997) 
Item# 9334 softcover $26.95 

How ro ORDER: 

Ancient People of the Arctic, Rob ert 
McGhee ( 1997) 
Item# 9338 hardcover $35.95 

Images of Justice, Dorothy Harley 
Eber (1997) 
Item# 9339 hardcover $39.95 

Sinews of Sun1ival: The Living Legacy 
of Inuit Clothing, Betty Kobayashi 
Issenman (1997) 
Item # 9340 hardcover $49.95 

Things Made by Inuit, Marybelle 
Mit chell, ed. (1980) 
Item # 9341 softcover $12.50 

Joe Talirunili: "a grace beyond the 
reach of art", Marybelle Mitchell, 
ed. (1977) 
Item # 9342 softcover $18.00 

NORTHERN MUSIC 

Tudjaat, the blended sound 
of modern pop and Inuit 
throatsinging 
Item# 9310 CD $24.95 
Item# 9319 Cassette $17.95 

INUIT ART FOUNDATION 
PRODUCTS 

Exhibitions of Inuit Art at 
Public Institutions 
An annotated list of public 
exhibitions from 1951 to the 
pr esent. Available on disc or 
in printed form. 
Item # 9361 Disc 
Item # 9362 Printed 

$39.95 
$39.95 

CAMJK, Canadian Arctic 
Multimedia Information Kit 

$295.00 

(for details, see ads on pages 40 and 42) 

In addition to mailing or faxing the order form on this page, orders may 
be placed: 
• by telephone at (613) 224-8189 ext. 33 
• by e-mail at iaf@inuitart .org 
• by visiting the Inuit Artists' Shop at 2081 Merivale Road, Nepean, 

Ontari o K2G 1G9, or 16 Clarence St. in the Byward Market, Ottaw a 
• look for our intern et site: www.inuit art.org 

Prices are in effect as of May 15, 1998 and are subject to change without 
notice. All amounts are in Canadian dollars. 

Orders can be shipped via Federal Express overnight service or by regu
lar mail; for shipping charges see chart on the accompanying order form. 

MAIL-ORDER FORM 
Mail your order with payment to: Inuit Art Foundation, 2081 Merivale 
Road, Nepean, Ontario K2G 1G9. Fax your order to: (613) 224-2907. 
All amounts are in Canadian dollars. 

D escnpt1on Item# Quantity Unit Price Total 

Merchandise Total $ __ _ 
Add shipping (see chart) $ __ _ 

Subtotal $ _ _ _ 
Taxes (see chart) $ __ _ 

Taxes for Canadian residents: 
Ontario: 8% PST+ 7% GST on subtotal 

Quebec: 6.5% QST + 7% GST on subtotal with QST 
NS, NB, NF: 15% HST on subtotal 

all other provinces: 7% GST on subtotal 
Total Enclosed S __ _ 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING (includes insurance) 
Please circle on chart your shipping choice 

Order value in Canada in the United States 
FEDEX MAIL FEDEX AIR MAIL 

under $50.00 $15.00 $5,00 $30.00 $10.00 
$50 · $100 $20.00 $5.50 $35.00 $15.00 
$101 - $150 $25.00 $7.00 $40.00 $20.00 
$151 - $300 $30.00 $8,00 $45.00 $25.00 
$301 - $500 $35.00 $10.00 $50.00 $30.00 
$501 - $1,000 $40.00 $15.00 $55.00 $35.00 
over $1,000 $50.00 $18.00 $65.00 $40.00 
Federal Express is a two-day delivery service. Please enquire for international shipping rates. 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

OV ISA 0 MasterCard 0 Cheque 
Card# ________ _ __ _ Expiry __ _ _ 
Name (print) _______ _________ _ 
Signature ________ _________ _ 

Ship to: 
Name: ___ ___ _ _ __ _ ______ _ _ 
Address: __ ___ ___ _ _ _______ _ _ 
City: ___ ______ ___ ______ _ _ 
Prov/State: _______ _____ ____ _ _ 
Postal/Zip: _ _______________ _ _ 
Phone#: ( _ _ ) __ ___ _________ _ 

GST reg. #: R121033724 
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JOHN PANGNARK 

I would like to thank Inuit Art Quarterly for 
doing a feature on my grandfather, John 
Pangnark ("Curator's Choice," lAQ Spring 
1998:26-31). It was wonderful lo see his 
carvings again as they bring back fond 
memories. As a young boy I remember 
his carving and am sure I recognize one 
of his works pictured in the articl e. 

As much as I enjoyed reading about my 
grandfather, I am saddened that someone 
somewhere is making "big bucks" selling 
his wonderful carvings. It is unfortunate 
that the much-needed funds are not going 
to Mr. Pangnark's close family relatives. 

Thanks once again for the wonderful 
story about John Pangnark. 

Bobby Suluk 
Arviat, Northwest Territorie s 

MORE THAN ONE PIONEER 

I feel I must write to you correcting the 
mis-statements and omissions in the arti
cle by Matthew Fox en titled "Pe ter 
Murdoch: Pioneer of the Nunavik Co-op 
Movement"(TAQ Winter 1997:18-21). 
I realize that the article is a tribut e to 
Peter Murdoch and in no way want to 
detract from his rea l contrib utions. 
He certainly was a pioneer in the Inuit 
co-op movement and, as the founder of 
Nunavik's Federation des Cooperatives 
du Nouveau-Quebec (FCNQ), has made 
important achievements for which he 
deserves the recognition you have 
given him. 

The impression from the article is that 
Mr. Murdoch was responsible for the 
whole development of Inuit cooperatives. 
On the contrary, many people were 
involved. Although Puvirnituq, which 
I knew as Povungnituk , took a leading 
role from the beginning, it was one of 
several ear ly settlements to have a co
op and not the first, or even the second. I 
was present in March 1961 at the second 
meeting of the first Inuit cooperative at 
George River, now known as 
Kangiqsualujjuaq , where the lnuit made 
the decision to found a permanenl set
tlement, including a co-op store. The first 
meeting of this first Inuit coopera tive 
occurred at Korok River in 1958, attended 
by the late Don Snowden, chief of the 
Industrial Division of the then Department 
of Northern Affairs of the Canadian 

FROM OUR READERS 

government, where these pioneers paid a 
$10 fee to register the George River Co
operative with the Quebec government 
(see my article, "Mr. Snowden among the 
People," in the Nw Yorker, April 21, 1962). 

In 1961, after our meeting at George 
River, we continued on to meet wi th 
members of the second Arctic co-op, the 
first to have a retail store, at Port Burwell, 
a tiny settlement on an island just north 
of Arctic Quebec (but part of the North
west Territories) that no longer exists. I 
believe Puvirnituq was third . It was by 
no mean s the only one to have "laid the 
groundwork for a network of cooperatives 
serving Nunavi k", although it was prob
ably the most productive, particularly in 
soapstone sculpture. 

Mr. Fox refers to CAP as "an umbrella 
organization for co-ops in the Northwest 
Territories" (ibid., 20). CAP was never 
more than a marketing agency for art
producing co-ops . The umbrella organi
zat.ion for co-ops in the No rthwest 
Territories was and still is the Canadian 
Arctic Co-operative Federation. 

Finally, I was shocked to see that not 
even a passing reference was made to 
the dedicated men in the federal govern
ment who gave the cooperative movement 
its start in the Canadian Arctic; without 
them, it would never have gotten off the 
ground. In particular, I call to mind the 
following, although there were many 
others as well: Donald Snowden, Jon 

Evans, Paul Godt, Alex Sprudz, Max 
Budg ell, Donald Pruden and Gunther 
Abrahamson. With the exception of 
Gunther Abrahamson, all these remark
able public servant s are dead. Perhaps 
this omission, more than anything, has 
impelled me to write and correct the 
errors and omissions in Mr. Fox's article. 

Edith lglauer Daly 
Garden Bay, British Columb ia 

ADMIRING INUIT ART 

Last spring my husband moved to Inuvik 
(Northwest Territories) to work. I joined 
him in June. Since Inuvik was a new 
place for me, I thought a good way to 
start meeting people would be to vol
unteer at the Great Northern Arts 
Festival. More than 80 Northern artists 
participated in workshops, mu sic and 
demonstrations during the third week 
of July 1997. It was during this beautiful 
week that I developed an interest in Inuit 
art. Since then I've been trying to learn as 
much as possible about In uit art and 
artists. I have become an enthusiastic 
reader of Inuit Art Quarterly and recently 
subscribed to your magazine. I enjoy the 
information and articles. It is a real plea
sure to have your magazine at home . 

Eva Balsell s 
Inuvik, Nort hwe st Ter ritories 
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Effort is made to ensure that information in 
this calendar is correct, but readers are advised 
to check dates and times with event organizers. 

EXHIBITS 
Germaine Arnaktauyok, curated by 
Darl ene Coward Wight , Winnipeg Art 
Gallery , 300 Memorial Boulev ard, 
Winnipeg , Manitoba, until August 23 , 
1998. Tel: (204) 786-6641. A catalogue is 
available. To order , call (204) 786-6641, 
ext. 222. 

Dance to the Drum: In Celebration, 
curated by Christine Lalonde, National 
Gallery of Canada, 380 Suss ex Drive , 
until October 18, 1998. Tel: (613) 990-
1985. 

Abstraction and Realism: Selections 
from the Permanent Collection, 
curated by Odette Leroux, Canadian 
Mus eum of Civiliza ti on, 100 Laurier 
Street , Hull , Quebe c, through 1998. Tel: 
(819) 776-7000. 

Arctic Odyssey , Canadian Museum of 
Nature , 24 0 McLeod Stre et, Ottawa , 
Ontario, until June 1998. Tel: (613) 566-
4700. 

Selections from the Permanent 
Collection , curated by Sue Gustavison, 
McMichae l Canadian Art Collection, 
10365 Islington Avenu e, Kleinb erg, 
Ontario , until May 31, 1998. Tel: (905) 
893-0344. 

Images of Childhood: Inuit Art from 
the Permanent Collection , curated by 
Sheila Ord, Macdonald Stewart Art 
Centr e, 358 Gordon Stree t, Gu elph , 
Ontario, until July 1998. Tel: (519) 837-
0010. 

TRAVELLING EXHIBITIONS 
Transitions: Contemporary Indian and 
Inuit Art, curated by July Papat sie and 
Barry Ace, Indian and Inuit Art Centre 
(DIANO), Hull, Queb ec. Itinerary: 
Museum of Contemporary Art, San Jos e, 
Costa Rica, April 23 to May 31, 1998; 
University of British Columbia, Museum 
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of Anthropology, Vanc ouver , British 
Columbia, July 7, 1998 to January 4, 
1999; Southw est Museum, Los Angeles, 
California , April to June 1999; Bowers 
Museum , Santa Ana, California, July to 
September 1999. 

Lost Visions, Forgotten Dreams: Life 
and Art of an Ancient Arctic People, 
co-curated by Robert McGhee and Pat 
Sutherl an d , Canadian Museum of 
Civilization, Hull, Queb ec. Itinerary: 
Danish National Museum, Copenhagen, 
Denmark , until May 1998; National 
Museum of Oriental Art, Moscow, 
Russia, June to September 1998; Ubersee 
Museum , Bremen, Germany, October 
1998 to January 1999. 

Qamanittuaq: Where the River 
Widens, Drawings by Baker Lake 
Artists, co-curat ed by Judith Nasby, 
Marion Jackson and William Noah, orga
nized by the Macdonald Stewart Art 
Centr e, Guelph, Ontario. Itinerary: 
Montgomery Museum of Art , 
Montgomery, Alabama, until June 14, 
1998; Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona, 
November 1, 1999 to April 1, 2000. 
Catalogue is ava ilable from th e 
Macdonald Stewart Art Centre. Tel: (519) 
837-0010 ; Fax: (519) 767-2661. 

Prairie Region Exhibition, curated by 
Don DeGrow and organized by the Royal 
Canadian Acad emy of Arts . Itinerary: 
Ma cKe nzi e Art Gallery , Reg ina , 
Saskatchewan, June 19 to August 16, 
1998. 

Thoughts of Birds , curated by Marie 
Routledge , National Gallery of Canada. 
Itinerary: West Parr y Sound Di strict 
Museum, Parry Sound, Ontario, June 27 
to Septem ber 7, 1998. 

PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS 
Ontario 

Art Gallery of Ontario (Toronto) 
Chedoke-McMaster Hosp ital 

(Hamil ton) 
McMichae l Canad ian Collection 

(Kleinburg) 
National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa) 
Toronto Dominion Gallery of 

Inuit Art (Toronto) 

Quebec 
Canadian Guild of Crafts Quebec 

(Montreal) 
McCord Museum of Canadian 

History (Montreal) 
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts 

(Montreal) 

Manitoba 
Crafts Museum, Crafts Guild of 

Manitoba (Winnipeg) 
Eskimo Museum (Chur chill) 
Winnipeg Art Gallery (Winnipeg) 

United States 
Dennos Museum Center 

(Traverse City, Michigan) 
Alaska Gallery, Anchorage 

Museum of Histor y and Art 
(Anchorage , Alaska) 

Corrections 
In Pencil to Paper: Early Drawings by 
Parr (IAQ Spring 1998:38-9), it was 
incorr ectly stated that over 200 of 
Parr 's dr aw ings were m ad e into 
prints and issued as part of the 
annual Cape Dorset print collec
tions. In fact, the number of draw
ings wa s over 30. 

Some doubts have been raised con
cerning the identity of the man in 
the photo on page 31 (10h11 Pangnark. 
IAQ Spring 1998:26-31). Two indi
viduals contacted IAQ to say that the 
man in the ph oto is carver John 
Kavik of Rank in Inlet. The author 
found the photo in the Departm ent 
of Indi an Affairs and Northern 
Development's file on Pangnark. 
Inuit Art Quarterly invites readers to 
help solve the myste ry of this man 's 
identity . 

Information Please 
lnuit Art Quarterly is interested in 
hearing from reader s who own 
drawing s by the late Josie Papialook 
(also known as Puppy or Paperk) 
of Povungnituk . Those who possess 
drawings by the artist can contact 
Sheila Sturk-Green or Grant Parcher 
at the Inuit Art Founda tion ( 613) 
224-8 189. 
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Open 7 Days 
Shipping Worldwide 

118 Cumberland Street 
Toronto, Ontario M5R 1 A6 

tel (416) 921-1721 
fax (416) 921-3688 

G R L L f fl 

Largest Selection of Inuit Sculpture in Toronto 

August 1st visit us at our new website 

w w w t S H I ffi 0 A A l C O m 
email us anytime at 

1 nu 1l A Rl @ PA l H C O ffi C O m 

12 OUEEns OUAY WEST (4 16)- 366 3 0 0 0 

'l'HE 
PROOFJUST 

ROLLED 
OFF'THE 

PRESS! 
Bea~ ::,\:11,\: 

PRINTERS OF 'IHE 
INUIT ART QUARTERLY 

S ome thit"U< of printin g as a craft . 
At Beauregard , we think of it as an art form. 

Our canvas is tl1.e prir1.t e d sheet of paper . 
01...1x m e dium is ink .-in a thousand hues. 

Our chaJl cnge is to re pli ca te an image witl"'l all tl 1.e 
e leg an ce and chara c te r o f th e origina l, w h e th e r it be a st Ul.,.rri.J.,.g 

phot ogra ph, complex ill ustration or s im ple sk e tch. 

The next ti.me you ne ed your 
printing to Joo k as goo d a s yout:' art , give us a call . 

••• 
(613) 745-980 1 

BE AUR EGA RD P RJ NTERS 37 3 COVEN TRY R D . OTTAWA , ONT . K 1 K 2C5 
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GALERIE D'ART 

VINCENT 
Chateau Laurier 

Ottawa, Canada 
(613) 241-1144 
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